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TORONTO SCHOOL OF MEDICINn
IN AFFILIATION WITH

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.
w

FACULTY.

HENRY H. CROFT, D.C.L., F.L.S., Professor of Chemistry and Experimental Philosot 
University College, Emeritus Lecturer on Chemistry.

WM. T. AIKINS, M IX, Surgeon to the Toronto General Hospital and to the Cent 
Prison, Consulting Surgeon to the Children's Hospital, 78 Queen St. West, Lecturer ® 
Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery.

H H. WRIGHT, M.D., L. C. P. & S. U. C., Physician to Toronto General Hpspiim 
Lecturer on Principles and Practice ai Medicine and Clinical Medicine.-—197 Que® 
Street East. |1

I. H. RICHARDSON, M.D., M.R.C.S., Eng., Consulting Surgeon to the Toronto GM 
* eral Hospital and Surgeon to Toronto Jail, Lecturer on Descriptive and Surgi®

Anatomy.—46 St. Joseph Street.
UZZIEL OGDEN, M D., Consulting Surgeon to the Children's Hospital, Physician f| 

the House of Industry and Protestant Orphans' Home, Lecturer on Midwifery an| 
Diseases of Women and Children.—57 Adelaide Street West.

JAMES THORBURN, M.D., E din bo rough and Toronto Universities, Consulting Phfsj 
kian to the Toronto General Hospital and Boys' Homo, Consulting Surgeon to the 
Children's Hospital, Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics. -Wellington an$ 
York Streets.

M. BARRETT, M A., M.D., Medical Officer for Upper Canada College, and Lecturer on 1 
Physiology Ontario College of Veterinary Medicine, Lecturer on Physiology. J|

W. W. OGDEN, M.B., Physician to the Toronto Dispensary Lecturer on Medical Juris.4 
prudence and Toxicology.—242 Queen Street West.

M. H. AIKINS, B.A., M B., M.R.C.S., Eng,. Lecturer on Primary" Anatomy.TBurni| 
# hamthfope.
^W. OLDWR1GHT, M.A., M.D., Physician to the Newsboys Home, Curater of Museum,vj 

and Lecturer on Sanitary Science.--50 Duke Street 
L. M. McFARLANE, M. 1). Physician to the Toronto Dispensary, Demonstrator of AnatJ 

7 Crookshank Street. '""/V - ■ . . " " l- j§
GEORGE WRIGHT, M.A., M.B., Physician to the Toronto Dispensary, Demonstrator ' 

of Anatomy.—154 Bay Street.
|f ALEX. GREENLEES, M.B., Practical Chemistry—123 Church Street. Jjj

R. ZIMMERMAN, M B, L.R.C.P., Lond., Physician to the Toronto Dispensary, Phyyj 
ician to the Children's Hospital, Demonstrator of Microscopical Anatomy.—107 Chur4| 
Street. ■ •.:•* ••.«- V: fM

F. H. WRIGHT, M.B., L.R.C.P., Lond., Physician:to the Toronto Dispensary, Physiciam 
to the Children's Hospital, Demonstratorof Microscopical Anatomy.—197 Queen St. jy

J. E. GRAH AM, M.D., L.R.C.P., Lond., Surgeon to the Toronto General Hospital,LeÉI
turer on Chemistry.—66 Gérrard Street. , J|

R. A.' REEVE, B.A., M.D., Surgeon to Toronto Eye and Ear /nfietftary, Opthalmic Surg$M 
to the Toronto General Hospital and Children's Hospital, Lecturer on Diseases of t&fj 
Eye and Ear, and on Botany.—22 Shuter Street. ■ H

i
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éClinical Lectures will be given at the Genera! Hospital by Drb. H. H. Wright, Aïki 
Richardson, Thorhuhn, Graham and Rekvk.

Classical instruction will ^be given at the Toronto Dispensary by Drs. McFarla 
Gkoroe Wriqht, F. H. Wright, and Zimmerman. ■

lj LECTURES, in thebuilding opposite the Toronto General ^Hospital, commence on t!
II tohvcd1“ applicaiion'to H. H. Whic.kt, M.D., Secretary, !97 <juecn St, east ;er i

W. T. Â1KINS, M.D., President, 78 Queen St. west. : .* \
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MINUTES

OP t/e

SIXTEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

OF

THE ONTARIO ASSOCIATION

FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATION,

held in the theatre of the normal school buildings, on

TUESDAY, THE 8tH AUGUST, 1876.

The First Vice-President, Mr. R. McQuee*rÇ in the Chair. 
At 3 o’clock in the afternoon, Mr. A. Macallum, at the 

request of the Vice-President, read a portion of Scripture 
and led the Convention in prayer.

The Roll of Officers was called by the Secretary.
John Campbell, of Toronto, aided, as Minute Secretary. 
Moved by Mr. Strang, seconded by Mr. McIntosh,
That the Minutes of the last Meeting, having been printed 

and circulated among the members, be considered as read 
and be adopted as correct.

The Treasurer, Mr. S. McAllister, read his Report, which 
showed that an addition has been made to the Funds during 
the past year, so that, financially, the affairs of the Associa
tion are in a very satisfactory state.,

Mr. McAllister moved, seconded by Mr. A. Macallum, 
That the Treasurer’s Report be received and adopted. 

—Carried.



The President nominated the following Auditing Com
mittee to examine the Treasurer's Statement: Messrs. 
A. Macallum and W. Anderson.

The Secretary stated that he had communicated with 
several gentlemen in reference to the delivery of addresses 
to the Association.

The Minister of Education had engagements which pre
sented his being present.

Principal Dawson, of Montreal, always laid out work for 
W holidays, which took him near the sea.

Itfr. David Mills, M. P., had written to say that he had 
duties to fulfil which would render it impossible for him to 
be jfresent this year.

Dr>Haanel, of Victoria College, would take the place of 
Principal McVicar, of Montreal, who had consented to 
deliver<an address, but had afterwards asked to be relieved 
this year.

Dr. Ryerson had left an address, which would be read 
that evening ; and the late President, Professor Goldwin 
Smith, kindly consented to address the Association.

The Secretary suggested that a minute should be prepared 
in reference to our regretted friend, the late J. B. Dixon, of 
Peterborough.

He moved,seconded by Mr. W. McIntosh,
That the following members be appointed a Committee to 

draft a minute,expressive of our esteem for the lateJ.B. Dixon 
Esq., M. A., late Head Master of the Peterborough C. I. : 
Messrs. E. Scarlett, W. Anderson, W. McIntosh and the 
mover.

A Copy of the Minute to be sent to the family of Mr. 
Dixon.—Carried.

Mr. R. Alexander introduced the first subject on the 
Programme.

The Method of preparing and revising “ Text Books."
/ He said that instead of making any lengthened remarks 

on the subject, he .would offer the following resolution, 
seconded by Mr. Suddaby
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That, in the opinion of this Association, there should be 
for the thorough examination of new Text 

and the careful revisions from time to time of such 
Text Books as are or may be authorized ;

Therefore be it resolved that the appointment of a Com
mittee for the above purpose be respectfully urged on the 
attention of the Minister of Education ; and further, that the 
Committee be selected from a list of names furnished by 
Inspectors, County Associations, or the Provincial Associa- 
tion.

provision made 
Books,

Messrs. Miller, (Walkerton) Macallum, Sullivan, Suddaby, 
Moran, McIntosh, Scarlett, McMurchy, Strang, Brown, 
Dearness, McKellar, Campbell, Osborne, Smith, and the 
Mover, took part in the discussion, which was adjourned.

It was moved by Mr. H. Dickinson, seconded by Mr.. 
A. McMurchy,

That the hours of meeting for this Convention be from 2 
to 5 o’clock p. m., and from 7.30 pv m. to adjourn ent ; the 
forenoon of each day being for Committeè Meet gs of the 
different sections of the Association.—Carried.

president’s address.

The Vice-President took the Chair at 7.30 p. m.

Evening Session.

The Secretary read a communication from Dr. Ryerson, 
the President, expressing unabated intereàt in the work of 
the Association, together with an address to the Inspectors 
and Teachers of High and Public Schools, written by 
at the time of his retirement from office, and then published 
in the/1 Journal of Education."

The Paper dealt with the qualifications, character and 
remuneration af teachers, and pointed out the great improve
ment which had taken place in these matters of late years.

Mr. J. H. Knight moved and Mr. Scarlett seconded a vote 
of thanks to Dr. Ryerson for his able address..
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MINUTES.

RECEPTION OF DELEGATES.

Mr. Strang reported on behalf of the County of Huron 
Teachers’ Association, of which he gave an interesting 
account. He stated that about 160 teachers attended during 
the year, and that good work had been done.

Professor Goldwin Smith was then introduced, and 
explained that he had been called on during the afternoon 
to fill a gap, and hoped the Association would excuse him 
if his address was not of such interest as it might be.

He delivered a very interesting address on “ A Tour in 
England.” .

The address was well received, frequently applauded, and 
listened to with the greatest attention.

Mr. W. Anderson moved, seconded by Mr. A. Macallum,
That a vote of thanks be given Prof. Goldwin Smith for 

his excellent address.—Carried.
Prof. Smith, on behalf of Mrs. Smith, invited the members 

of the Association to meet them at the Grange on the 
afternoon of Wednesday, after 5 o’clock.

Mr. White, ex-President of the National Teachers’ Asso
ciation of the United States, and Principal of the New York 
Normal School, addressed the Convention, on the invitation 
of the Chairman.

Mr. J. R. Miller moved, seconded by Mr. E. Scarlett,
That a hearty vote of thanks be given Mr. White for his 

kind remarks and friendly greeting.
Mr. White, in acknowledging the vote of thanks, stated 

that the next National Convention would probably be held 
at Put-in-Bay, Lake Erie, and hoped to see a large attend
ance of Canadian educationists.

The Convention then adjourned.

Wednesday, August 9th, 1876.
The Convention met at 2.30 p. m.
Mr. R. McQueen, First Vice-President, in the Chair.
Rev. Mr. Grant opened the Convention by reading a 

portion of Scripture and engaging in prayer.
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MINUTES. 7
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and 

confirmed.
The Auditing Committee reported that they had examined 

the Treasurer’s books and vouchers and found them correct.
Mr. R. Alexander moved, seconded by Mr. McMurchy,
That the Auditor’s Report be received and adopted. 

—Carried.
Mr. Richard Lèwis (of Toronto) introduced the next 

subject on the Programme, viz :
“ The Examination of Public School Teachers,"
The discussion of. the subject was participated in by 

Messrs. D. C. Sullivan, S. McAllister, A. Macallum, 
W. McIntosh, J. Seath, W. J. Connor.

Mr. Sullivan moved, seconded by Mr. Wadsworth,
That a vote of thanks be given to Mr. Lewis for his Paper 

on “ Examination of School Teachers.”—Carried.
The discussion on Mr. Lewis’ Essay proceeded until the 

hour of adjournment, when the members of the Association 
repaired to the Grange, where they were warmly received 
and sumptuously entertained by Mr. and Mrs.' Goldwin 
Smith.

Z
"

/

'

Evening Session.

The First Vice-President in the Chair.
Mr. J. Seath, B. A., (of St. Catharines) read an admirable 

paper on the High School System, which was listened to 
with marked attention, eliciting a warm discussion, in which 
the following members took part : Dr. Crowle, Messrs. 
Dawson, A. Purslow, J. Strang, Brown, J. W. Connor, 
A. Miller, W. B. Harvey, McGregor, W. McIntosh, A. 
Macallum, W. Carlyle, D. J. McKinnon, A. McMurchy, 
J. C. Glashan and J. Seath.

Mr. Purslow (of Port Hope) moved, seconded by Mr. 
Strang (of Goderich), that a vote of thanks he given to Mr. 
Seath for his thoughtful and excellent paper.—Carried.

The Association then adjourned.
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> H MINUTES.

:The Convention met at 2 o'clock p. m.
Mr. R. McQueen, First Vice-President, opened the Meet

ing by reading a portion of Scripture and engaging in prayer.
The Minutes of the previous Meeting were read and 

approved.
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ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The Nominating Committee, recommended the following 
v names as officers for the ensuing year

President—Rev. Principal Caven of Knox College. 
Recording Secretary—A. McMurchy, Esq., M. A. 
Corresponding Secretary—James Hughes, Esq., P. S. I. 
Treasurer—S. McAllister, Esq.

All were unanimously elected.

THE COUNCIL OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

Mr. James Hughes addressed the Convention on the next 
subject on the Programme, viz:—

Should the Council of Public Instruction be continued, and 
made some valuable suggestion.

Mr. James Hughes moved, seconded by Mr. A. McMurchy,
That a committee consisting of Messrs. Seath, McMurchy 

and Dawson, of the High Section; Messrs. Johnston, 
McAllister and Alexander, of the Public School Section ; 
and Messrs. McCallum, McIntosh, and the Mover, of the 

’ Inspection Section, be appointed to confer with the Minis
ter of Education with a view to secure the establishment 
of a representative Board, to advise with him on Educational 
matters.
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The discussion of Mr. Lewis’ paper, postponed from the 
previous day, was then resumed ; Mr. McAllister introduced 
the following series of resolutions, which were the expression 
of the Public School Section in which they had been 
thoroughly discussed, they were not his resolutions but those 
of the Section.

The resolutions were taken up seriatim.
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9MINUTES.

The first resolution was carried unanimously, without 
discussion. It read as follows

That in the opinion of this Association, extended exper
ience in successful teaching, should be recognized on impor
tant element in grading first and Second Class Certificate. 

The second resolution was then introduce.
The Candidates for the grades of first and second Class 

Certificate should be allowed the option of taking up the 
whole of the subjects at one examination, or of dividing them 
into the work of not more than two subsequent examinations. 
If they take up’ the whole at one examination and fail, they 
would require to be examined next year in those subjects 
only in which they failed.

Mr. Suddaby moved, seconded by Mr. Moran,
That in the opinion of the Association, it is advisable that 

candidates for first and second class certificate be examined 
in all the subject's at the same time as heretofore ; that all 
persons holding third class certificate be required to write 
second class paper at the expiration of three years-; that the 
Inspector be authorized to extend for one year the certifi
cate of Candidates, who having failed to take a second class

per cent in arithmetic and 
per cent on the whole.
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As an amendment to the amendment,
Mr. McIntosh moved, seconded by Mr. Knight.
That all the words after “heretofore" be struck out.
An animated discussion ensued in which the following 

members participated, viz. : Messrs. Lewis, McIntosh, 
Dickenson, Brown, Smith, Slack, Knight, Phillips, Aléxan- 
der, Johnston, Moran, Campbell, Scarlett and Anderson; 
several members referred to the evil system of cramming, 
others to the evil effects of the present system of examina
tion.

The amendment and amendment to the amendment were 
put and lost. 1

Mr. Strang then moved in amendment, seconded by Mr.
Smith,

That the resolution be amended by striking out the words 
“second class," and changing the words “two subsequent 
examination" to “one examination."
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MINUTES.10

This amendment was also lost.
Mr. McKinnon moved, seconded by Mr. Lewis,
That the resolution be altered so as to read “No more 

than one Subsequent examination.”
1 his amendment was also put and lost.
The original motion was then put and carried by 32 to 24.
The remaining resolutions were carried without amend

ment, and the Secretary was instructed to forward a copy to 
the Minster of Education
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THE COUNCIL OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. T

, hisMr. Hughes’Mr. McMurchy, resumed the .discussion on 
motion' respecting the Council of Public Instruction. He 
considered that there should be a large representation of 
Masters on the Central Committee. The right that they 
should be represented on the Council of Public Instruction 
had been granted to them after many years struggle, and 
had recently been taken away. He desired to see that priv
ilege renewed.

Hr. Kelly thought it useless to create an advisory Board, 
because the Minister of Education was not bound to accept 
their advice. ' .

Messrs. Dickenson, Seath and Scarlett, took part m the ,j 
discussion of this motion. I

Mr. Suddaby moved, seconded by Mr. S. Miller,
That the names of Messrs. Moran and Dickenson be 

substituted for those of Messrs. McAllister and AJéxander.
He gave as his reason that the latter were opposed to 

•representation in the Central Committee. Mr. McAllister 
explained that he was not opposed to it, but advised that 
the question be dropped for a year.

Mr. Alexander stated he would not work on the committee 
if elected after what had been said.

Mr. Knight advised the Association to give the Minister 
fair play, and not to hamper him with obstacles ; but allow 
him his oiyn way for some time.

The amendment was put and lost ; ,
And the motion of Mr. Hughes was—Carried.
The Convention then adjourned.
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MINUTES. II

Evening Session.

The Convention resufned work at 7.30 p. m.
The Vice-President introduced Dr. Haanel, of Victoria 

College,Cobourg, who read a most interesting, eloquent, and 
learned paper, on “ The constitution of matter,” in which 
he treated of the divisibility, atomic constitution of matter, 
and the molecular constitution of the elements. He con
cluded by claiming that they were all subjects to a first 
cause, a unique and universal God.

Mr. Moran moved, seconded by Dr. Kelly,
That a hearty vote of thanks be given to Dr. Haanel, for 

his very excellent and learned Essay.
The motion was unanimously—Carried.
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îy CENTENNIAL TRIP.

nd Dr. May was called on by the Vice-President, to give some 
information regarding the contemplated trip to the Centen
nial. He

IV-

gave particulars of his scheme, for the excursion 
at a cost of $25 per head, and offered to accompany them, 
introduce them to educationists in Philadelphia, and do all 
in his power to render the trip both profitable and agreeable. 
He stated that many of the Teachers in the United States 
did not know where Ontario was. The folk rather laughed 
at him when he spoke of the admirable school system in 
Ontario.

d,
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A committee was appointed consisting of Messrs. 
McMurchy, McAllister and Hughes, to wait on the Minis
ter of Education, asking an extension of the Holidays for 
one week, such time to be considered as visiting days (by 
Inspectors and Trustees), for those who would avail th 
selves of these in order to attend the Centennial and take 
advantage of this cheap trip.

Mr. Dearness moved, seconded by Mr. Brown,
That a vote of thanks be given Dr. May for his kind 

offer.—Carried.
The following delegates reported on behalf of their 

Associations:—
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MINUTES.

Mr. McIntosh, Hastings.
Morgan, Stratford, Perth. 
Suddaby, Waterloo. 
Dearness, East Middlesex. 
Dawson, South Hastings. 
Coûtes, Halton.
McArdle, Ottawa.
L. Clarke, Toronto. 
McQueen, Wentworth. 
Harvey, Gray.
Brown, Peterborough. 
McIntosHt Northumberland. 

“ Dickenson, North York.

12

REPORTS OF SECTION.

The High School Masters’ Section, and the Public School 
Teachers’ Section presented their reports which were
^Tlmdiscussion on “Text Book" was dismissed, as the 
Association had not time to continue it.

Mr. Dickenson moved, seconded by Mr. McMurchy,
That Mr. Dawson be appointed a delegate to represent 

this Association at the Protestant Teachers’ Association in
^ffwas_decided ‘to hold the next Teachers’ Convention in

Mr. Seath moved, seconded by Mr. Dawson,
* That this Association desire to record their appreciation oi 
the courtesy of their former President, Prot. Godwin Smith, 
and to give public expression of their thanks to Mrs. Smith 
and himself for their hospitality.-—Carried.

Mr. McIntosh moved, seconded by Mr. Dickenson,
That votes of thanks be given to the Railroad Companies 

for reducing the fares ; to the Education Department for the 
use of the Hall; and especially to the City newspaper tor 
their full and accurate reports of the proceedings; and to 
Mr. McQueen for his able conduct in the chair.

The National Anthem was then sung, and the Convention
closed.

Archibald McMurchy, Secretary.
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Deposit in Loan Society, $88 69.
same $5 40................................

Cash in hand...................................
Members Fees..................................
Copies of Annual Report Sold.....
Advertisements in Annual Report

Interest on
$ 94 09 

6 22 
44 50 
41 20 
30 00.

T

$216 01r

EXPENDITURE.

X
. Printing Annual Circular $20 75. Annual Re

port $74 gii
Secretary's account for Postage etc,, $6 50. Treas

urer’s postage $
Advertisements $2 00.

School Buildings $4 00.............................
Balance on Deposit $94 09. In Cash $12 76

......$ 95 66

1 00 50
Caretaker of Normal

6 00 " 
106 85

$216 01

V
Wm. Anderson. 
A. Macallum.Audited and Found Correct, j

Æ
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RECEIPTS.

TREASURER’S REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1875-6:

treasurer’s report. 13 .
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H MINUTES.

ser:
PROCEEDINGS OF PUBLIC SCHOOL SECTION. . tioi

to i\ 1Wednesday, August 9th, 1876.
First Session of P. S. Section, held this morning in the 

Theatre of the Normal School, R. McQueen, (Kirkwall), in 
the chair.

At the request of the Chairman, Mr. Dickenson the Secre
tary opened the meeting with reading Scripture and prayer.

Minutes having been printed were held as read and 
approved.

A communication from Dr. May was laid on the Table. 
Moved by Mr. McAllister, seconded by D. Johnston,
That the Secretary be requested to enquire at the Depart

ment whether any instructions or regulations exist to guide 
the action of the Central Committee, and, if any such exist, 
that a copy be supplied for the use of this Section.—Carried.

The following series of resolutions was introduced by Mr. 
McAllister ;

1. —That in the .opinion of this section, extended exper
ience in successful teaching should be recognized

|| important element in granting first and second class certifi
cates. , '

2. —That Candidates for the grades of both first and second 
class certificates should be allowed the option of taking up 
the whole of the subjects at one examination, or of dividing

, them into the work of two subsequent examinations—if they 
j take up the whole at one examination and fail, they should 

be required to be examined the next year in those subjects 
'only in which they failed.

3-—That means of appeal for first class Candidates 
should be provided as in the case of second and third class 

I Candidates.
4.—That the Central Committee should be required to 

I assign the limits for each class of Candidates at the Com-
i mencement of each year, and to indicate, as far as it can, the

means to be used in the preparation of the various subjects 
of examination, for the guidance of the Candidates who have 
not the opportunity of attending a Normal School.

5-—That the Central Committee should be required to 
adopt some effectual means to prevent the recurrence of such
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MINUTES. 15

serious errors as the papers at recent and previous examina
tions, and which have caused serious inconvenience and loss 
to many Candidates.

The discussion on the above
a, , , was Participated in by

Messrs. Alexander, Dickenson, McKellar, Osborne, Sud- 
da"by, and others. The greater part of the session was 
spent upon them, and on being voted on, (seriatim) were 
carried. Mr. McAllister being requested to present them 
before the general Association at the afternoon session, im
mediately following Mr. Lewis’ paper on the “Examination 
of Public School Teachers.”

Mr. Dickenson moved, seconded by Mr. McAllister, *
That the Summer Vacation for Public schools be thl^* 

same as that for High Schools.—Carried.
On motion the Secretary was requested to ascertain and 

have it announced at the afternoon Session, whether Mr 
Kirkland would be able to take up the subject assigned him 
at our next Session.—Carried.

Section adjourned.

Thursday, August 10th, 1876.
Second Session of P, S. Section opened in the usual form 

by the Chairman, Mr. McQueen.
Minutes read and confirmed after slight amendment.
Mr. Dickenson reported that making enquiry at the 

Department, no instructions or regulations for the guidance 
x of the Central Committee are in existence.

Mr. Moran moved, seconded by Mr Moir,
That the Secretary be instructed and empowered to put 

himself in. communication with local Associations with a 
view (1) to getting them to work' in connection with this (2) 
to securing names of Officers* times of Meeting, Rules 
Subjects discussed and the results arrived at in their 
Meetings and that managing Committee be instructed to 
submit all the questions to be discussed in the General 
Association and the Various sections to the Local Associa
tions throughout the Country, at least four months previous 
to the Meeting of this Association, and that the Local 
Associations be requested to send delegates to the Annual 
Convention, to represent their views or the subjects set

on

J
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16 MINUTES.

forth in the programme, or any other that such delegates 
may bring before the Convention. After remarks upon the 
above by the mover and seconder, also by Messrs. Johnston, 
McAllister, Dickenson, Campbell and Alexander, the motion 
was put to the Meeting and—Carried.

Mr. Dickenson then moved, seconded by Mr. McKellar, 
That Public School Masters and Teachers be granted 

similar representation on the Central Committee, as they 
formerly had on the Council of Public Instruction.

.The motion was supported briefly by the mover and 
seconder, Messrs. Moran and Johnston. Messrs. Alexander, 
McArdle and McAllister opposed the motion. On a vote 

•'iJoeing taken the motion was lost.
The Election of Officers for the Ensuing year was then 

' proceeded with and resulted as follows :—
R. Alexander, of Galt, Chairman.
H. Dickenson, of Newmarket, Secretary.

( Mr. Clarke, of Toronto.
“ Dearness, of London.
“ Moran, of Stratford.
“ Johnston, of Cobourg.
“ Dickenson, (the Secretary.)

Mr. Alexander, moved, seconded by Mr. Johnston, that a 
vote of thanks be tendered to Mr. McQueen, for the able 
manner in which he discharged the duties of Chairman of 
the section. The resolution was briefly supported by Mr. 
McAllister, and—Carried.

Moved by Mr. McAllister, seconded by Mr. Moran, that 
a hearty vote of thanks be also passed to the Secretary for 
the efficient manner in which he had discharged his duties. 
—Carried.

Messrs. McQueen and Dickenson responded.
Moved by J. Campbell, seconded by Mr. Johnston.
That in the opinion of this section it is desirable that the 

distribution of the Superanuation Fund be accdrding to a 
certain Classification, so that each Teacher incapaciated 
or retiring from the Profession after teaching twenty-one 
years, may receive a proportionate amount to that paid in 
annually.
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After the discussion had been continued for some time by
the mover and seconder, Messrs. McQueen and Osborne, it 

suggested that the further discussion be postponed, and 
that if tjme permit the matter be brought up in the General 
Association.

was

The Secretary reported that owing to Mr. Kirkland’s, 
absence from town and the illness of Mr. Hughes’ Child, 
both those gentlemen were unable to fulfil their appoint
ments with this section. Section finally adjourrfed.

H. Dickenson, Secretary.

Public School Inspectors’ Room.
Educational Department.

August 9th, 1876.
In the absence of the Chairman and Secretary, Messrs. 

Macallum and MacKintosh were appointed to fill these 
positions pro tempore.

The subject ol School Registers was taken up.
A form of Register and Class Book, used in the County 

of Wentworth, and the form of Daily Register in use in the 
Schools of Hamilton, were laid before the section by Messrs. 
Smith and Macallum. At the request of the section Mr. 
Smith, gave full explanations in regard to his “Forms.”

After an informal discussion it was in motion resolved to 
consider the form ol General Register issued by the Depart
ment ol Education in detail-column by column.

An animated discussion ensued in which the following 
gentlemen took part, viz : Messrs. Dr. Wadsworth, Knight, 
Dearness, Little, Harrison, Scarlett, Macallum, MacKintosh, 
McKinnon, Carlyle, Brown.

August 10 th, 1876.
• The section met at the usual time and place.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read arid con
firmed.

The consideration of the General Register was resumed 
and after further discussion thé subjoined specimen sheet of 
a General Register was adopted.

j
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MINUTES.

, . p also resolved, (i) that the General Register of
School Population, as formed on the last page of the Deo 
artmenta1 General Register, should be retained, but that 
îh=td n6 °f,blrt.h should be substituted for the age ; and (2) 
nnn K50!100 ,ReSlsters should be manufactured of good 
paper be strongly bound with boards, and provided bv the

SSSSS! »f =l-rge. £ I-lpSoï t

tassas ses zîc,ion in reg"d ,oa-I.bg ÿl°aT'n4WT H™1,"15®c,crs °f the “«ion forth,

àï H.Sn°nj 'rehfInspector of East Victoria • t c.’J* ^ “-night,
G„«ch High School, and Ih, c'haLn-'^thfsSl,'

19
It was

was

section adjourned until 9 a. m. Friday.

Mr. Carlyle in the chair. Aui^t, lUh, lH76.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed
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The following are the changes recommended to be made, 
viz. (the columns referred to.are those in the form now used) :

In columns 29 to 32 the words “ with or without board ’’ 
to be omitted ; 33, 34, 35 and 36 to be replaced by one col
umn headed “ Religious denomination of teachers in 45 
and 46 the word “general" to be struck out; 50, 51, 52, 53 
and 54 to be struck out ; 61 to be replaced by two columns 
for “ The number of resident children between the ages of 
7 and 12, who have not attended any school,” and “ The 
number of resident children between 7 and 12 who have 
attended school less than 70 days 78, 79 and 80 to be 
replaced by one column for the “ Number in geography 
83 and 84 by one column for the “ Number in grammar 
87, 88 and 89 by one for “Number in history;” in 92 the 
word “ collier ” to be omitted ; 93 and 94 to be struck out ; 
an additional column to be inserted after 102 for answers to 
the question, “ Are the Scriptures read in school ?” It 
further recommended that separate volumes be provided 
for the length and “ breadth” of school house ; that 114 be 
headed, “ How many rooms for recitation ?" and that 122 
be headed “How many privies ?" The column for “Total 
number of maps in school” was recommended to be placed 
after that for “ Number of other maps ;” column 13g to be 
replaced by-two columns headed “Are tablet lessons used ?” 
and “Are object lessons taught ?" respectively ; 14910 154, 
both inclusive, to be struck ; in 160 the words “ text books 
and ” to be struck out ; in 163 the words “ and merits cards 
used ’’ to be omitted ; in 165 and 166 the words “ and by 
whom delivered ” to be omitted ; 168 to 176, both inclusive, 
to be struck out, and that a column be provided for the 
“ Name of the teacher engaged for next year.”

The forms provided for the Inspectors’ “ statistical ” and 
“ special ’’ reports were taken into consideration, and after 
discussion the following resolutions were adopted netn con.

(1.) “That the columns of the Inspector's “ annual statis
tical ” report should be sufficiently wide to receive easily the 
numbers to be placed in them, and should correspond 
exactly in numbering and order with the columns of the 
Trustees’ annual report, all columns in the Inspector’s report
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ZMINUTES. 21

de, aslcing for information no.t required in the Trustees’ annual
Ie? lu ? ubepJa5ed at the end of the former, so as to facili
tate the labour of copying the latter.”

(2.) “ That the time at which Inspectors’ * statistical’ and 
special reports are required to be forwarded to the Minis

ter of Education should be changed from the ist of Febru- 
ary to the ist of May, so that Inspectors may be able to 
avail themselves of the facilities for' traveling which are 
usually afforded in the winter months, and devote them
selves to the labour of compiling these reports, when the 
roads are broken up in the Spring.”

(3.) “ That while, as Inspectors, we are anxious to dis
charge thoroughly the duty of supplying the Department of 
Education with the results of our official visits, we would 
respectfully state that, in our opinion, the form for the 
Inspector s detailed report ” should be materially modified
Wi-th Ac16W t0 ltS abbrevlation, such modifications not to 
atiect the necessary requirements of the Department ”

(4.) That Messrs. Carlyle, Hodgson and Wadsworth be 
and are hereby appointed a committee to confer with the 
Minister of Education with reference to all resolutions 
ad£?ted by the Section at its present meeting.”

The following gentlemen took part in the discussions dur- ’ I 
mg the day,-mi Messrs. Brown, McKinnon, Dr. Wads-

S=a,„'=2»™0HidMgS:”to*h' C"'y,e' Dr- As”"'
Meeting closed at
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High School Masters’ Room,

Education Department,
August 9,1876.

nine o’clock Sch°o1 Section met this morning at half-past 
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That Mr. Sullivan act as Chairman ot the Section.— 
Carried.

Moved by Mr. Seath, seconded by Mr. Miller,
That Mr. Strang act as Secretary.—Carried.
Mr. McGregor brought up the question of the assimila

tion of the matriculation examinations for the various uni
versities and professions. Mr. Anderson having stated that 
the Chairman of the Committee appointed last year to act 
in the matter would be prepared to report before the adjourn
ment of the Section, the matter was allowed to stand

Mr. Dawson took up the subject of “Intermediate Exam
ination.” A discussion followed which was participated in 
by Messrs. Miller, Seath, Strang, McMurchy, Connor, Grant, 
Crowle, Tamblyn, Whighman, McGregor, Spotton and 
Rathwell. The'discussion was brought to a close by Mr. 
Dawson,

Who moved, seconded by Mr. Rathwell,
That a Committee consisting of Messrs. Seath, Strang, 

Miller, McMurchy, and the mover, be appointed to draw up 
a series of resolution on the subject of Intermediate Exam
inations, and report at the meeting of the section to-morrow 
Thursday morning.—Carried.

The section then adjourned to meet again to-morrow 
morning at 8 o’clock.
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The section met again this morning at half past eight 

o’clock. In the absence of the Secretary who was engaged 
with the Committee appointed to consider the question of 
Intermediate Examinations, Mr. W. B. Harvey was appoin
ted temporary Secretary. *

The minutes of yesterday’s meeting were read and con
firmed.

Mr. Purslow, then took up the subject of “High School 
Programmes,” and a discussion followed which was partici
pated in by several members.

It was finally moved by Mr. Strang, seconded by Mr. 
Spotton.
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That in the opinion of this section, it is desirable

should be seht to each Head Master, in order to obtain ^an
ff °PK'T °n th,esf changes ; and that a copy of 

this Resolution be forwarded to our Representative on the 
University Senate.—Carried.

The Secretary then presented the report of the Committee 
appointed to consider the question of Intermediate Examin- 
hl°nH- THe f, r rfsolutions submitted in the Report having
l,thprdlSC*USSed’ a?d vo,ted uP°n Seriatim were all adopted 
either unanimously or by very large majorities.

The report was as follows.
r 7he Committee appointed to consider the question 
Inteimediate Examinations, beg leave to report
desirable'* °pini°n °f the High School Section, it

■ ha,vlng, Passed the Intermediate Examinations
shall be considered as equivalent to having passed the Junior 
pass Matriculation Examination of the University the
Examiné10” for ^aciler’s certificate, and the preliminary 
Examinations of the Law Society and Medical Council
deemed n^cessary.atl°nS ^ SUCh a* ^

,n^nThfaiPUTPTil- who have Passed the matriculation Exam- 
ination of the Universities, or the Examination for and class ’ 

rtificates, shall be considered as having passed the Inter
mediate Examination next preceeding.

3.—Thât the masters be furnished with full information 
subject/5 he reSU t °f the examination of each pupil in each

metic and Euclid, (a) English Grammar, Composition and
And that PAnJ;?1, ryûGeugraphy and English Literature. 
And that Candidates who obtain 40 per cent of the total in
eac]j grouP> and not less than 20 per cent, in each subject
ShSme H°nSldered tS having passed the Examination. J - ’
G.an”LdHTgh°Schoonis;“ndïCe “ 'eS"d “
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president’s speech.

Moved by Mr. Dawson, seconded by Mr. Tamblyn,
That, in the opinion of this section, the fixed Grant of $400 

for each High School should be increased to $y>o, without 
however, Yeducing the amount distributed in other ways for 
High School purposes.—Carried unanimously.
* Moved by Mr. Strang, seconded by Mr. Connor,

That a Committee consisting of Messrs. Seath, McMurchy, 
Dawson, Purslow, Miller and Crowle, be appointed to con
sider the best means of giving effect to the foregoing resolu
tions, and to take such action, in the name of the Section, 
as they may think proper.—Carried.

Moved by Mr. 'McGregor, seconded by Mr. Connor,
That the Executive Committee of the H. S. Section for 

the ensuing year consist of Messrs. McMurchy, Purslow, 
Dawson, Strang and Dr. Comfort,—Carried.

Mr. McMurchy then, on behalf of the Committee appointed 
for that purpose, reported, orally, what had been done towards 
securing assimilation of the Entrance Examinations for the 
various Universities and learned professions.

The Section then adjourned at noon.
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LjC• PAPERS READ

BEFORE THE ONTARIO ASS I ATI ON
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATION.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
To the Teachers' Association of Ontario:

My Dear Friends—Necessary absence from the country will prevent 
me from fulfilling the duties of the office to which you last year did me 
the honor to elect me as your President.

I need not say that I feel an unabated interest in the great work in 
which you are engaged, and in your own success and prosperity. r

In my personal absence, I append a copy of a paper which I prepared 
and had published on my retirement from office, a few months since— 
addressed to the Inspectors and Teachers of High and Public Schools.

can add little to what I have said in that address, except to exp 
lively interest in your proceedings, and deep sympathy with and 
prayer for your individual and collective welfare and happiness, 
as ever »
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I remain

Your faithful friend and servant,
E. RYEàsON.
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To the Inspectors and Teachers of High and Public Schools :
In addressing to you a few words tin the termination of my long official 

connect ton with you, I cannot address you wholly as gentlemen (as I have 
done Municipal Councils and School Trustees), since of the 5,736 teachers 
employed m the public schools, 3,135 of the mare females. I address you 
as friends and colleagues—having been myself a grammer school teacher 
two years before I commenced my public life.

(Elevation of the Profession.) -In devisitfo a system of public instruction 
for our country, the first thing needful was to exalt the office of the 
teacner. to do this two things were necessary : first, to elevate the 
qualifications and character of teachers; secondly, to provide better and 
more certain remuneration for their services. I need not say, what so 
many of you know, how low, a generation since, were the qualifications of 
by tar the greater number of teachers, and how lower still was their moral 
character, and how poor and uncertain was their remuneration, and how 
wre ched the places in which they taught. There were noble exceptions 
in all these respects—but they were exceptions, to the general prevalence 
of ignorance, vice and neglect. Of course much allowance as to be made 
on account of the infancy of the country, and the sparseness and penury 
of its hard-working inhabitants. But all the old inhabitants will bear 
witness that the state and character of the schools and teachers were such 
as I have indicated.

(Alaimal Schools, Teacher s A'emuneration.)—To improve the qualifications 
and character of the teachers two things were requisite—a school for the 
training of teachers, and competent Boards to examine and license them 
making good moral character tme element of qualificati 
school trained and could train but a small proportion of the public school 
eachers ; but it has furnished examples and given a standard for qualifi

cations of teachers and of teaching, the influence of which has been felt 
m every part of the country. With the improved qualifications and char- 
acter of teachers, naturally followed their better remuneration ; and to 
aid in promoting and rendering this more certain, the laws were improved 
investing trustees with larger powers and securing to teachers the prompt 
and certain payment of their salaries. Though there is still much room 

r improvement, a contrast, rather than comparison, may be instituted 
between the qualifications, character, remuneration, social position and ' 
years ago^01^ °*the teacher of the present day and the teacher of thirty

(County Boards—Improved status of the Teacher's Profession.)—For several 
years after the establishment of County Boards of Public Instruction for 
examining and licensing teachers, it was complained teachers were subject 
to examination by Boards, the members of which were not teachers them
selves. and many of them incompetent for the office. That just ground of 

been rem.°ve1d,by,the qualifications of members of Examin
ing Boards being prescribed by law, and none being eligible for the office 
except graduates of some English or Canadian University, with testimonial 

“ a teacher, and teachers holding Provincial life first-class 
ce tiftcates. Another just ground of complaint remained, namely, that the
wpr» !fJVere rcPf!me1ded b>; Persons "ho had not been teachers, and 
vere not qualified for the work. A’oto, no person is eligible to be a public
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26 president’s speech.

school inspector who does not hold a certificate from the Educational 
Department of the highest grade of the highest class in his profession.' 
1 bus is the profession of the public school teacher placed upon the same 
footing as the professions of law and medicine. It now only remains that 
the school text-books (the copyright of which is public property, under the 
control of the Education Department) be subject as occasion may require 
to the revision by select members of the teaching profession, and by them

• (SuPfrannuation of Teachers..)—The heart almost recoils at the recollec
tion of years of varied and often discouraging toil "equired to overcome 
the prejudices and obstacles in order thus to elevate the teacher's profes
sion to its true standard of competence, dignity and performance, and you 
are all aware of the storm of opposition which was raised- against the last 
and most hflmane step taken to give increased value and stability to the 
teachers profession by providing for the relief of its aged and disabled 
members—a provision now universally popular within and without the 
profession. In 1853 the Legislature was with difficulty induced to grant 
82,000 a year, which was afterwards increased to $4,000 and then.$6 000 
in aid of superannuated and worn-out public school teachers 
school teachers are now included, and the Legislative g 
year reported (1874) was $23,100, nearly one-half of which 
by the profession itself.

(Salaries of Teachers:)—I am aware that the remuneration of the profes- 
sion is not yet what it ought to be, It should be the aim of every teacher 
to add to the value of the profession and its labours by good conduct 
diligence and increased knowledge and skill; and the experience of the 
past shows that the country will not be slow to increase the remuneration 
of labours thus rendered increasingly valuable ; for while the amount of 
salaries paid to 2,706 public school teachers in 1844 was $206,846 the 
amount of salaries paid to 5,736 public school teachers in 1874’ was 
$1,647,75°. It is gratifying to reflect that whatever sums are provided 
and expended for any educational purposes are all expended in the coun- 

ar *“e[efore do not impoverish it in any respect, but tend to enrich 
it in the highest respect and in various ways.
.W Schools.—\n regard to High Schools, formerly called Grammar 
Schools, the law for their improvement and their administration by the 
Education Department dates back to only 1852, at which time their num- 

th= "umber of their pupils 2,643, and the Legislative 
ninl innalrd -as#a°.567;m 1874 there were 108 High Schools, 7,841 
pupils, and the Legislative grant in their aid was 875,553, in addition .to 
which a sum equal to half that amount was required to be raised bv 
County and City Councils, all of which to be sacred for the payment of 
salaries of masters and teachers; and corporate powers in Boards of 
Trustees to provide additional means for the payment of teachers, and the 

, Çïf? ^ furnishing of buildings. In 1852 there wère no 
Inspectors of High Schools; now there are Three very able and efficient 
High School Inspectors. In 1852 the whole amount of salaries paid High 
School teachers was 838,533; in 1874 the amount of salaries paid High 
School teachers was $179,946, The improvements in the operations and 
efficiency of the High Schools have, I believe, kept pace with their finan-

cial ; 
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EXAMINATION OF P. S. TEACHERS.

eml and material improvements. In no part of our school system have

.......... »«"■<

WSEsresi'Sissssssdou^ of ,hL th y admimstrat,on-and no one can be more deeply con-

^ h the 'wâ m stezae^andHtitle0f Minister of Education fs animated
ereater nower^n in' £d P°is,esses mudl higher qualifications and 
ests and nmmo l fiX® X” X to .command' to advance your inter- county P the sound and universal education

Yonr faithful friend and servant,

(Signed)
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the Xion
t of By Richard Lewis, Esq., Toronto.
the noluTT to.direct ‘l16 attention of this convention to the following 

points as bearing on the examination of public school teachers • 8
i. The principle upon which certificates are now granted.

class certificate60*8 °f exammation' Especially for the award of the first 

3•“Suggestions as to alterations and remedies. 
schoo7tearhprCqUTk01? &S t0 the nercessity for the examination of public 
fitness forthe office anHP,hrtanCe.°/ the duties t0 be discharged demands
ingThaf certificate 6poeSt "“T6 to the lo^nty foaUhe ‘teacher rcceiv-

! d demands of the public school were made the standard and measure
mtheaueTtmn0nlattammr^ °fthe teacher' ‘herewould benod”lty 

f 1 . °f ‘he extensive character of the work and of 
the number to be educated—the masses of the people who are destined 
to follow industrial pursuits-more than what is called elementary educa 
turn, will always be Impracticable if not unnecessary. The subjects on the
anSraf- tX.feX XX °f this évince am.Tn thTiîew amï 

a * ' * aJlea.dy v becoming a serious question whether we
have not gone too far in this direction, whether, in our ambition to secure 
too much we are not losing our hold of the solid and the essential A 
lmilar eiror was committed by the friends of public education in England
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28 EXAMINATION OF P. S. TEACHERS

(listwhen, in 1846, the programme of studies was issued ; and it was not 
until the Royal Commissioners had given their report, many years after
wards, in which they announced that in the schools under inspection more 
than three-fourths of the pupils left the schools destitute of the commonest 
elementary education ; that the government lowered and narrowed the 
programme, wisely regarding thoroughness and excellence in the essential 
elements of education as more important beyond measure than the ambi
tious attempts which had so signally failed.

The qualifications of the teacher must embrace all that is demanded by 
the programme ; and if the only reward open to the successful teacher, 
the office of inspector is to be still secured to him, he must possess those 
qualities of mind which general culture only can give. In those pursuits 
which we rank as the professions, this general culture is supposed to be 
secured by a University education. It should, however, be remembered 
that mere scholarly attainments are no security for professional success ; 
and that evidences of large culture and ability mark the character of 
probably as many, especially if literature shall be regarded as a profession, 
who have never had the advantage of a University course as of those who 
have reaped its highest honors. When we select our medical or legal 
advisers, or our spiritual instructors, we never ask the question, what 

« are their scholarly attainments—what degree have they won in collegiate 
studies ? We ask do they understand their business, and we know that skill 
and ability in the work of their profession may or may not have been aided 
by collegiate studies, but must be the fruit of natural ability and experience. 
There is no intention here to disparage the importance of a collegiate 
course. I All the mental discipline which that course secures prepares the 
student for his professional pursuits; though the subjects of scholastic 
study may never be required in the active work of life. In this regard, as 
a process of mental discipline, when the world shall come to understand 
the deep import of education—that to train and educate a human being 
and to cultivate the highest and holiest principles in the mind are duties 
pregnant with responsibilities and difficulties; that discipline maybe 
regarded as necessary for the public school teacher as for the medical 
man, the lawyer or the clergyman. But when the public' shall think fit to 
demand that preparatory culture in the public school teacher, it will no 
doubt attach the honors and emoluments to the office which shall induce 
young men and young women to pass through such a preparatory 
While other professions offer far higher rewards and hold a higher rank 

• ln society than that of the public school teacher, policy and justice unite 
to condemn a system which would raise the standard of attainments to 
that of the lucrative professions, but would allow the honors and emolu
ments to be so much below them.

lhe award of certificates at present is based on the principle That 
attainments constitute all that is necessary to professional excellence 
Experience and skill in the work of education count for nothing. Educa
tion, it is true, forms one of some eighteen or twenty subjects, and ranks 
below more than half of them. But supposing a higher value were 
attached to it, as a mere subject of examination it only gives evidence of 
theoretical—of book knowledge. That practical skill of experience, which 
secures the highest honors and emoluments in other professions, is utterly
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EXAMINATION OF P. S. TEACHERS.

disregarded in that award of certificates which gives one teacher distinc
tion over another, and which, in the award of thè^ highest class of certifi
cates, opens up to him the highest offices of his profession, and therefore 
supposes he is distinguished for skill and experience. The tendency of 
the present method of awarding certificates is practically to, discourage 
professional skill, as it only demands intellectual attainments. I do not 
for a mirnint disparage the importance of attainments; but while the 
education of the public school teacher and public school inspector should 
be fully equal to the direct demands of the office, and while all liberal 
culture will tend to raise at once the man and the profession, the final 
object is the development of skill in teaching and in school management, 
and for albthis in the award of certificates no provision is made, and the 
school system of Ontario refuses its highest reward to its best laborers.

THE CLASSES OF COMPETITORS.

The competitors for these certificates may be divided into two classes 
One class consists of the students in Normal schools—young men and young 
women who probably have had no previous experience in the practical 
work of the school room, many of whom will continue only a brief period 
in the profession, some of whom no doubt intend to make that profession 
and the education they are receiving at the public expense a stepping 
stone to a better position, and none of whom can possibly be animated bv 
the zeal and the spirit of the experienced and actual worker. There ms 
nothing in the present system of examination to create that zeal, to sus
tain that spirit ; and it is impossible for the students in the pressure of 
study and the imperfect practice allowed in the model school to train them- 
se Xes th,e ,actual labors of the school room, where they shall have no 
guides but their own judgment and ability. There is, however, especially 
to those who intend to make the profession the business of life every 
inducement and every advantage to study. Successful study wins for 
them the highest honors of the profession, and if they accomplish that 
object they may enter upon their duties assured that if they possess the 
popular arts by which the votes of County and City Boards are won they 
may ultimately attain the higher office open to them. Thus from the 
necèssàr8 ^ °f the enterPrise’ intellectual attainments only
wnîknfefh'8PS|S conslsts°f ‘he practical teachers engaged in the actual 

work of theTHFol room. Such workers when animated by the true spirit 
of their profession cannot fail, even without the aid of a Normal school 
to become more or lesg skilful laborers. When their labors are success
ful, when their schools become distinguished for excellence of instruction 
and management, in that very success they give the/highest evidence of 
personal improvement. No teacher can keep up with the demands of the 
times and with the competition around him without constant study His 
mind must advance with the progress of the age, and it does advance. 
While many a holder of the Provincial certificate rests upon his laurels 

c°nsl<*ers that he has "finished" his education, there are uncertifi- 
teafher.l W.h°, m a.n that 18 requisite for successful school manage

ment and in that general culture which comes from constant study, read
ing and observation, are in no way inferior to the favored holders of the
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highest certificates. I do not urge this in any respect as a plea for the 
exemption of this class from examination. The class I am describing are 
doubtless the most anxious to secure the highest degrees of honor awarded 
to their profession, and the numerous candidates engaged in actual work, 
who present themselves for examinât ion, give evidence how earnest is the 
desire amongst the best uncertificated teachers of the Province to secure 
the legal sanction. They devote their leisure timq to the studies neces
sary to success ; but they are not supported and cheered with the satisfac
tion that the knowledge and experience which have made them distinguished 
in their profession shall be of any avail. The more they neglect their 
school duties the more they can devote themselves to study, and the 
nearer they are to success in the examination for a certificate. Thus 
again we see the principle of awarding certificates only encourages the 
acquisition of technical knowledge. It gives no value to that general and 
often higher culture which the ardent mind derives from intercourse with 
books and with men, and from the efforts of its own promptings and 
aspirations ; it gives no value to professional skill and experience, and 
finally it shows no regard for the difficulties of the candidates who have 
been studying under the pressures of professional labors, for it makes no 
distinction between the Normal school student and the working teacher.

The Programme of Examination.

There is no doubt that great dissatisfaction exists amongst a large 
number of the Public School Teachers, and there is no reason to believe 
that the dissatisfaction proceeds amongst the Normal School Students, 
with the Programme of Examination. It is of very great importance as a 
question both of policy and of justice, that the character of that program- 

should be fully discussed by this Convention. The Board of Exam
iners, the awarders of the certificates, constitute so far as the Teachers 
are concerned, à very irreponsible and autocratic body, against whose de
cision there lies no appeal. That Board possesses and exercises the power of 
raising the standard to any extent,.upon the subjects of examination. There 
is no limit to the exercise of that power. It may be raised with the view, at 
once, of raising the character of education in the Public Schools, and as a 
consequence the professional and social standing of the Teacher ; or, it 
may be raised with the view of virtually closing the ofj*K Inspector 
against alt who have not passed through a University coH^Flt is very 
natural for the Public School Teachers to be jealous and suspicious on this 
ground. That feature of the new School Law when it was first announced, 
which opened and almost secured to the school teacher the office df Inspec
tor, gave the deepest satisfaction. It was not only felt to be a jlist reward 
for fidelity and success in professional work, but, to those who understand 
the matter best, it gave promiseof the best fruits in the new educational sys
tem. It is only reasonable to believe that they who practically understand the 
nature of a business are the best fitted to overlook and superintend its. 
operations ; and, as far as the experiment has been tried, the country has 
no reason to,regret this act of justicç to its faithful and qualified teachers, 
Ontario stands alone in this act of justice to the Teacher. In other countries, 
without any good reason but that the office is well paid, honorable, and 
probably where best paid, the least laborious was, it is still monopolized by
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EXAMINATION OF P. S. TEACHERS. 31

a class which can secure to its favorites, the University Education. The 
Teachers of the Province see signs of a similar feeling here ; and, when 
they know that the Board of Examiners consists largely of men who have 
passed through this University Course, they have some reason to fear and 
suspect its influence, however unjust their fears may be.

Subjects of Examination.
I first ask the attention of the Convention to the subjects of examina

tion and the values attached to them in the competition for the First-Class 
Certificates. If I present them the form of Language, Art and Science,
I find that for Flnglish Language and Literature 425 marks are given ; that 
Art, represented by Drawing and Music, secures 150 marks ; while Scie 
in which I include Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Natural Philosophy, 
Chemistry, Chemical Physics, Human Physiology, Natural History, 
Botany and Agriculture, receives 1575 marks. For Mathematics more 
than one-third of the total number are given. Evidently Mathematics stood 
pre-eminently high, and English pre-eminently low. No doubt the scien
tific subjects, exclusive of Mathematics, are important, but it is a question 
whether these subjects can all be retained in the Public School programme. 
It is certain that the distinction given to Mathematics and Science in the 
examination is not in accordance with the necessities of the Public School 
itself. I have no intention to make any comparison between the abstract 
value of these studies. I only consider them in their relations to the 
Public Schools and the public school Teacher ; and in their influence 
upon the character of the pupils and the culture of the teacher. It is 
generally admitted that the native language, literary composition in it s 
broadest and highest sense, with something of a critical and historical 
knowledge of English Literature, together with Drawing and Music are 
more important and advantageous in their influence upon the character 
and pursuits of the common people than Mathematical Studies; yet for all 
these subjects only 575 marks are given, while Arithmetic, Mensuration, 
Algebra. Euclid and Natural Philosophy receive 1000. ' It is most impor
tant that the Inspectors should be educated not only up to the highest 
demands of the Public School ; but to the special relations they have with 
the people. They are the highest representatives of popular education, 
and as its interpreters and supervisors they should possess these qualifica
tions of culture, manners and judgment which would give influence and 
dignity to their work ; while in their intercourse with the teachers, they 
ought to present examples of refinement and general intelligence which 
would secure the confidence and respect of the profession. Now, while 
general science enlarges, language and literature and art soften and refine 
the mind. But, while you make such ample provision for the studies 
which are supposed to strengthen, you almost leave out of sight those 
which elevate and refine ; and a teacher having the necessary Mathemati
cal qualifications might attain the highest prize of his profession, though 
he should be deficient in that knowledge by which language can be made 
an instrument of power, and destitute of that culture which educated taste 
and general intelligence secure. I admit that the end in view is the public 
good, and that all other considerations must be made subordinate to that 
end. But, here the claims of taste, as developed by the study of Art, and
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32 EXAMINATION OF P. S. TEACHERS

especially of Language and Literature, are paramount. Our Schools are 
spreading the power and stimulating the taste to read. Are they with 
equal diligence and care directing that taste into the right channels? The 
love of fiction and of poetry is universal—it is the passion of children. 
Sabbath Schools and the religious world endeavour to satisfy that passion 
and to divert it from the grosser fiction and poetry that tempt the young 
on every side, with a special literature of their own. But, literature made 
to order with a special moral or religious purpose is never very successful ; 
and dime novels are always more popular than the manufactured biogra
phies and tales of good children which the churches so liberally distribute. 
Every school teacher knows how the craving for the lowest literature of 
fiction baffles every effort to prevent it ; and the history of crime, and the 
mental characteristics of the young give often the saddest evidence that 
this species of fiction, which is so much in favor, corrupts and weakens 
the mind and perverts all just views of life. I believe that the cultivation 
of a healthy taste for reading is possible, and if the same ability were 
shown and care taken by the intelligent teacher to interpret a play of 

•Shakspeare, or “Paradise Lost," or a fiction of Scott, or the story of 
"Little Nell," that is now taken to solve a mathematical problem or explain 
the laws of chemical compounds, you would satisfy and direct into right 
channels this natural craving of the imagination, and lay the foundations 
of a taste which in after life would become a source of the purest gratifica- 

' tion> and form the safest barrier against the temptations of sensuality and 
vice.
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of examination or do our Normal Schools make for cultivating this healthy 
taste for reading ? How many of the Teachers holding the highest class 
of Provincial Certificates are familiar with the literature of our Country, 
as they are with Arithmetic or the higher Mathematics ? Before the last 
current year of examination studies, it was considered enough if the highest 
class of Teachers would tell us in whose reign Chaucer or Shakspeare lived, 
and who was the author of Paradise Lost. An essay on Human Under
standing. As Thomas Fuller puts it "they only traded in the tables and 
contents of authors of consequence"; they learnt the titles of books, as 
"city cheaters learnt the names of country gentlemen that they might 
brag of their acquaintance." The programme of last year led us to under
stand that English and Literature were to take their rank in the examina
tion of teachers. I cannot speak of the papers ; but, when we learn that 
only ioo marks were assigned to Literature, and only 75 to Literary 
Composition, which, probably more than other study, gives evidence of 
culture ; while for each of the four Mathematical subjects 250 marks were 
given, the views of the Board of Examiners, and the place that a high 
taste for reading are to have in the Public Schools of Ontario can easily be 
determined.

I am not prepared to examine the quality of the questions for examin
ation, especially in the highest grades. The School 'Act defined and 
limited the subjects as far as an act of parliament could ; but it did not 
define and limit the character of the questions. It is manifest that an 
irresponsible Board of Examiners may defeat the purpose of the Act, by 
making the questions too easy or too difficult. Constituted, as the present
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EXAMINATION OF P. S. TEACHERS. 33
Board is, chiefly of a class .separated by pursuits and previous studies from 
the great body of School Teachers, they will probably view the duties of 
their office from their own stand-point, ratherthan from the circumstances 
and necessities of the public school The Teacher of the Collegiate 
Institute no doubt regards the Public School as subordinate to and
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paratory for his own special work and studies ; and studies which do not 
directly bear upon the Collegiate course he regards with indifference. 
Thus very recently a High School Teacher, in a newspaper letter proposed 
that for Candidates for the higher Certificates, English Literature might, 
with advantage, be substituted for Music and Drawing. While ' 
Collegiate course English Literature may be regarded as optional and of 
very subordinate importance compared with Classics and Mathematics, 
if I am right in the estimate I place upon that study, there is an impera
tive demand for its introduction into the course of the Public School ; and 
as it might really take the place and standing of Classics in the education 
of the Public School teacher, it might and ought to be made one of the 
subjects of examination for the Second-Class Certificates. The writer of 
the letter from his stand-point views Music and Drawing as unnecessary. 
These subjects no doubt are of no importance in the preparation for 
University distinctions ; but, the best and wisest friends of popular 
education plan Music, because it refines the mind and is associated with 
so much that is human and exalted, and holy in our nature, and drawing 
because it not only cultivates taste but is indispensable to the manufactur
ing and commercial prosperity of a Country, amongst the most important 
and necessary branches of Public School Studies.
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Institute. The great body of its pupils will never enter the Collegiate 
Institute. They leave the Public School at once for the business of life ; 
and although its course of instruction can never complete their education, 
it ought to send to them out into the world with the best culture for the 
sphere they are likely to occupy, and the best discipline for life which 
be sujrolied. They leave the sehool for the mechanic’s workshop, and the 
farm, for the manufactory and the counting house. Whatever is necessary 
for those positions should be in the programme of their education, and 
whatever room may be spared for subjects outside of industrial demands, 
ought to have reference to their duties as citizens and as moral agents, not 
to any possibilities of University education or professional life. There 
are studies considered necessary to professional life and the higher educa
tion which should have no place in the programme of the Public School, 
and therefore are not necessary to the Public School Teachers or their 
Inspectors ; and there are studies, and there is a mental and moral 
discipline so necessary to the welfare of the masses, that to neglect them 
or make them only subordinate to the higher education of Colleges would 
be to defraud the people of their most sacred rights, and to inflict incalcu
lable injury on the cause of National Education. In view of the tendencies 
to overlooking the necessities of the Public School, and of the possibility 
of preparing papers having a leaning towards that higher education which 
the University supplies, rather than to the development of a thorough 
Public School system, it is proposed that the Public School teachers 
should be more fully represented on the Central Committee, not only by
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EXAMINATION OF P. S. TF-ACHERS.34
the appointment of Inspectors, but, also, of teachers holding the highest 
class of certificates. Whether'suspicions as to the tendencies of the 
present Committe be just or not, the action of this amendment could not 
fail to have the best effect. The presence of men holding University 
degrees would be a security that the papers would be all that was necessary 
for sustaining a proper standard ; while the addition of a just representa
tion of the parties most deeply interested in the examination would be an 
assurance to the teachers of the country that no unnecessary difficulties 
would be placed in the way of proper ambition, and that the studies of the 
Public School would not be diverted to favor the views of a special class.
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The results of the recent Examinations, so far as they have been 
published cannot be regarded as satisfactory, We have had a very large 
increase in the lowest class of teachers. Of this class about fifty per cent 
have passed ; but, of the second-class not more than 20 per cent and 
in many cases not more than 10 per cent have succeeded.

The results of the highest examination have been announced ; ten 
competitors have been awarded First-Class Certificates. I cannot state 
how many candidates were present ; but I see no cause to wonder why 
only two of the successful competitors were not Normal School students, 
when we understand the difficulties under which they must labor who are 
engaged in the exacting and harassing labors of School Teaching while 
they are preparing for this examination. The object then of raising the 
standard with the view of securing a higher order of teachers for the 
country is being defeated. The public estimate of national education is 
still low. It is satisfied with teachers of low attainments, and, worse than 
all, it is satisfied with teachers destitute of experience and skill. It is an 
historical fact in educational reforms and progress, that governments 
are always ahead of the people, and wherever popular education has 
advanced it has been due to the wisdom and liberality of the rulers more 
than to the demands of the people. The immense preponderance of Third 
Class Teachers and the cheapness at which their services can be bought 
will drive out of demand a higher class of teachers, and the importance of 
adopting measures by which so great an evil can be stayed, presses itself 
upon the friends of education and demands immediate and decided action 

part of the government
The object of encouraging candidates to compete for third-class 

certificates is, I suppose, to form a reserve from whence prepared teachers 
of a higher order shall be drawn. The reserve is however becoming the 
main force, and Boards of examiners are distracted by the difficulty, and 
passing all kinds of resolutions to amend the evil. Here there is evidence 
of the want of more centralization in the system ; and as it is impossible 
fdr Boards of Examiners, scattered all over the Province, to act system
atically and with unanimity, it is recommended by those who can be above 
and look beyond local influences and leanings, that the papers of the 
second-class, like those of the first, should be examined by the Central 

.Board. This, however, will not diminish the preponderance now rapidly 
growing of Third-Class Teachers. Various suggestions have been made. 
It has been proposed to leave the power of awarding the Certificate in this
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EXAMINATION OF P. S. TEACHERS. 35est
he class to the Inspector, after the candidate has passed the examination ; 

and if skill in teaching has its proper claim, this, under the circumstances! 
ought to be imperative. Then it is proposed to raise the minimum "of per 
centage on the papers ; a measure that might reduce the numbers very 
slightly, competing for the third-class certificates, but which would have 
no effect in preventing that class occupying our schools to the exclusion 
of a higher class. The third important suggestion is that Third-Class 
Certificates should not be renewed or if renewed that the second certificate 
should not be valid for more than
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The object of having a reserve of teachers preparing for the higher 
duties of the office is of the first importance. But the present method 
will certainly never accomplish that end. You still go on the wrong 
principle of regarding attainments as the highest and almost the only 
qualification of the teacher. If he has attended the Normal School he has 
had some instruction and a very small practice in methods of teaching, and 
may have caught some dim views of school management. If he has never 
had these advantages he may come to the examination with a few months 
experience in a small country school. But the guidance and example of 
an experienced and skilful teacher and an apprenticeship to the practical 
work and difficulties of School management are the only methods of train
ing for the full demand of professional excellence. We want a system like 
that admirable one introduced into England, I believe, from Holland, 
where the economy of school management has been best developed,
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System, which apprentices well qualified boys and girls to the Head 
Master or the Head Mistress for a term of years : secures for them 
adequate instruction and daily .training for their office; completes their 
professional education in a Normal School strictly devoted to Public 
School development, not a Collegiate Institute which has other and quite 
different business to attend to, and then sends them to take charge of a 
school ; but, even then does not award the certificate until the candidate 
after ample experience has shown his or her capacity to manage the 
school.
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employ a higher class of teachers. There is no doubt but that when once 
a locality had experienced the value of superior skill and attainments in 
the employment of a higher class of teachers it would 
unskilfulness for the sake of cheapness.
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Encouragement for the Practical Teacher.

But, while it is the interest and duty of the Country to secure the 
engagement of the best qualified teachers, it is clear in every view of the 
question, that the best facilities should be offered in the methods of 
examination to the working teacher, studying for advancement in his 
profession. This class has learnt the art of teaching by sheer experiment 
and when the experienced teacher has been guided by.good sense, by an* 
earnest desire to improve the school and to keep it up to the demands of 
the Country, you have the best evidence of skill and efficiency. Whatever
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Again, the late Council of Public Instruction prescribed certain text 
hooks to bo used in the preparation of most of the subjects. 1 ne

and considerate, and calculated to aid, without any show of fav ,

cjraaar^ass^'saasws
Siree of those authorities are not named in the list recommended by the

X shall not say that in this regard the Central Committee has

ought to insist upon a rigid observance of this promise. The manager 
of the middle-class examinations in England issue a carefully prepared
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I have urged the importance of making experience and skill a very neces
sary qualification to securing a high certificate. It was found by N. S. 
Inspectors in England that many teachers holding high Certificates were 
often deficient in skill and power of management, and that many teachers 
who had only taken third-class Certificates proved the most skilful and 
showed the best results in the training of pupil teachers. In view of these 
facts, the facts the Committee of Council resolved, that when teachers who 
were distinguished for skill and management, should be promoted without 
further examination,—wisely and justly concluding that the teacher who 
could keep his school up to the mark and prepare his apprenti 
examination of the Inspectors, must necessarily, himself, have kept up 
advanced in culture. From thàt period on the united recommends 
of the School Committees and the Inspector, many teachers were gradually 
promoted from the lowest to the highest ranks of Certificates. There may 
be reasons for not adopting that method in this Country. But, assuredly, 
the principle of attaching the highest value to experience and skill ought 
to have a higher recognition than it has in the examination of teachers.

Qualifications of Public School Inspector.

Although I have occupied your attention so long, I cannot regard my 
task as completed without some reference to the tendencies in the direc
tion of the examination for Inspectors. I have stated that when the 
School Act gave such evidence of supporting the paramount claims, the 
undoubted right of the qualified working teacher to that office, it gave 
deep satisfaction, and was an'assurance to the teacher of the Province, 
that professional skill and experience were to take their just rank in all 
claims to distinction. I have also stated that amongst a large number of 
teachers there are"strong fears and suspicions entertained that this prize 
shall be taken from them ; that obstacles of such a kind shall be raised, 
as shall virtually exclude all practical teachers from being promoted to 
the office of Inspector. The character and method of the examinations 
of the highest Certificate, and the rapid and regular increase of difficulties 
in the questions give some evidence of the tendencies in that direction. 
The teachers of the Public Schools who have a correct estimate of their 
office, understand and admit that as the standard is raised the profession 
will rise. But, they feel, on the other hand, and none understand this 
better than the working teachers, that the highest success Public School
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education lies in the development of School management and the thorough 
instructions of the pupils in all that is essential to the instruction of the 
masses, rather than in the superior education of the teacher. They have 
no wish to evade all just demands of culture ; but, there is an opinion 
spread, and it is suspected by a class that would wish to enjoy the prizes 
of the office, without passing through its drudgery, that those prizes ought 
to be confined to men who "have had the advantages of a University course. 
A leading journal has more than once advanced these views, probably 
echoing the views of the monopolizing class, and by way of feelers. It has 
been stated very recently that the standard for Inspectors is too low. 
One paper expresses the opinion thât the next generation of Public School 
Inspectors will be men of more extended experience and higher literary 
qualification than those of the present class and that there can be no doubt
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as the standard.of qualification for Inspectors has already been raised, and 
in order to make the necessary distinction between their qualification and 
those of Public School Teachers it will soon be requisite to raise it a little 

The time is evidently fast approaching when a University degree 
in Arts will be deemed indispensible, in addition to the possession of a first- 
class certificate. As these views involve such serious consequences to the 
present rank of teachers and throw doubt on the qualifications and efficiency 
of the present Public School Inspectors, their correctness claims the serious 
consideration of the convention. I maintain that there should be no 
"necessary distinction" between the qualifications of the Public School 
Inspector and the first-class of Public School teachers, than that of longer 
experience or superior skill. Whatever "literary qualifications ' the In
spector needs ought to be possessed by the teacher. There are qualifica
tions that all Inspectors should have, but what no culture can give, and 
which may be common with the teacher as the Inspector. They are those 
moral and mental attributes of character, those broad and sound views of 
life and of duty, and those deep and earnest sympathies, which, indepen
dent of all culture, give men distinction and the power and the right to 
guide and to rule. I have endeavored to show what are the.essentials of 
Public School education, and in that regard the Inspector should possess 
all necessary qualifications. But, in that view also should the best class 
of teachers be qualified, and when so qualified with all the advantages of 
skill they have acquired a knowledge of their duties by experience, they 
are pre-eminently the best fitted for the superior office of supervision and 
guidance. Now carry out these views and you break forth with the whole 
body of teachers who have won the best certificates, and you discourage 
all who are aiming for those certificates. For what advantage in a social 
or financial point will he then have who holds the highest class certificate 
over him who holds the lowest ? The people, especially in districts where 
intelligence is low, prefer a cheap teacher to a well qualified one. You, 
gentlemen, who hold the highest class will only enjoy an empty honor. 
The country is satisfied with teachers of lower attainments ana you give 
warning to all future aspirants to consider if it would not be far wiser to 
acquire qualifications for success in other occupations. You may enter 
the profession of the ministry, of medicine, or of law without this university 
education ; and may, as many before you have done, win affluence 
and rank in those professions, But, as school teachers, whatever ability 
you may have andvwliatçver attainments, unless they agree with the car- 
riculem of a university you shall never be promoted to the office which your 
country, in a momentary fit of justice and generosity of which it afterwards 
repented, promised should be the reward of your skill, your devotedness 
and your experience.

I cannot believe I am passing out of the limits assigned me in calling 
the attention of the convention to this subject. The knowledge that 
should constitute the qualification for the office of Inspector, had no doubt 
secured the fullest consideration of the framers of the School Law. They 
did not act under the impulse of mere generosity or justice—they acted on 
the suggestions of public expenditure and policy. No doubt they had the 
example of other countries, which have, by the difficulties of their qualifi
cation—their very costliness—succeeded in virtually closing the office from
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the Public School teachers and securing it as a monopoly to a class favored 
by birth or wealth. But, as the powers of the Ontario School Act had 
invoked the best experience and the highest educational knowledge to make 
that act as complete as possible, legislating as far as they could for the 
future as well as the present necessities of the country, had they found it 
necessary to set a special standard that wduld require a special University 
Course in the preparation of the Inspector for his office, I have no doubt 
but that these conditions would have appeared in the act of Parliament. 
I am disposed to believe they took that view of a Public School education 
upon which I have based the arguments and opinions I have advanced, 
that they considered that education to embrace only what is necessary 
to the life of the common people to the life of manual labor and the indus
trial arts and to exclude very much of what is regarded as necessary to 
professional life. They intended the Public School to occupy one grand 
sphere of duties and the High School another ; and while much of what 
is learnt in the Public School would be preparatory to the High School, 
there should be no perversion or sacrifice of its important duties to that 
end. They considered the standard necessary for the highest class of 
Public School teachers, and they wisely and justly concluded that standard 
sufficient for the higher office of Inspector. The standard was fixed with 
a view to the public good ; but, we have reason to believe that the 
framers of the law, that the legislators of Ontario acted on principles of 
policy and justice, with a view to the future as well as the present educa
tional prosperity of the country, 'that it was not only the best policy to 
select the Inspectors from the experienced, skillful ayd qualified workers,— 
that this policy would arouse and sustain new impulses to duty and a 
professional spirit which would in the highest degree be beneficial to the 
work of education ; but, that it was an act of justice due to the Public 
School teacher, who, if he shewed himself qualified to satisfy all the de- 

■ mands of the school room, not only gave the best evidence of his fitness 
for the office of Inspector, but was the only one who had a right to that 
office.
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In the spirit of that act, supported by that policy and that justice, I 
call upon the convention to maintain the claims of the Public School 
teacher, and I trust the country will be faithful to the conditions it laid 
down, and the hopes it created, and just to a class so zealously serving it, 
and so necessary to its present welfare and its future greatness.
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When I selected as my subject to-day “The High School System," 
I had in view the fact that we should at this meeting be in a position to 
discuss intelligently, after a six month's trial of its operation, the probable 
effects on education generally of the new scheme to which our new High 
Schools are being subjected. Although High School masters are more
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immediately interested in the question, and its salient features are to be 
discussed in their section, it is one which, on account of their relation to 
the Public Schools and the Universities, will naturally attract the attention 
of all classes of educationists. The matter is one, too, which, from its 
vital importance, may with advantage be considered from different Stand
points. Those engaged in Public School work are in a position, as well as 
High School masters, to observe its effects, and apart from the interest 
all teachers naturally take in an educational experiment, the possibility of 
a similar course being adopted towards',them will no doubt give the matter 
additional importance. ' In fact, by the annual reports of Public School 
Inspectors, we see that the grading system has been attempted in several 
counties, though as yet Government aid is given irrespectively of any class
ification. I propose, then, in the course of the following remarks, to 
discuss briefly what seem to me to be some of the tendencies in our High 
Schools ; and, although it is in the critic's privilege to praise as well as 
blame, if I indulge in the latter more than in the former I hope it will not 
be attributed to my inappreciation of the rapid progress we have been 
making in education, but to a desire to provoke amongst the very men 
who have been mainly instrumental in effecting these improvements, that 
free expression of opinion which is the safeguard of our profession. I 
cannot hope that what I shall say will meet with general approval ; many 
of my conclusions will no doubt be combatted ; but I submit to you my 
observations during the past half-year as a contribution to the discussion 
of a problem which.many besides myself regard as still unsolved.

I. Of all the relations of the High School, by far the most impor
tant is that it bears to the Public School. Hitherto the great source of 
trouble has been that in many localities the latter has been depleted to 
swell the attendance in the former. To meet this difficulty several schemes 
as you are aware have been devised. A year or so ago it was thought 
that a uniform entrance examination and more thorough and frequent 
High School inspection would effectually counteract this tendency ; but, 
it was found that, though the plan was partially successful, the evil broke 
out with greater virulence than ever. After an unusually long period of 
incubation, a new scheme has been developed and this half-year put into 
effect—popularly known by the name of "Payment by Results. lo use 
the words of the Inspectors' Report this experiment "will show the coun
try what schools are really doing High School work and what nominally 
High School are doing only Public School work, and will ultimately force 
the latter to become what they profess to be or give away to more efficient 
Public Schools." I am inclined to believe that no one has been more 
rstonished by the results of the “Intermediate" than .the Inspectors them
selves. I should be sorry to say, and I certainly do not believe that these 
results are to be taken as a safe criterion of the work the High Schools 
are doing ; but no one will deny that of the 60 schools that passed none, 
and the 24 that passed from 1 to 2 each, there must be a considerable 
number that are doing elementary work. Besides, after this, unless 
a school has a reasonable prospect of passing four or five at this 
examination, there will be little inducement to run the risk of failure and 
incur the cost of the attempt. So that we are safe in saying that a very 
large number of the schools will be uninfluenced by the benefits said to
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make out there has been little or no diminution in the number of High
School entrants this last year ; and I am in?.1.me^ î° ^mVerial Change 
great majority of schools the new scheme will produce no material change
in the present system of transference.

higher ; and in the long run, rf the principle of paymen by 'esu Js 
justly carried out, the small school cannot possibly hold itsHHnn witha

”«v» «° SSSi
^t^ipasssSsstE™naaMhe^a^enintermX^ar<seyven Ôftheliïmgh Schools succeeded 
Fn casing off almost one-half of the grants. The .large.well manned and

rUe°Vaay pos-

ÏK;extra! Z the glory that accrues ^TarXTorth two candidates will be thought so inconsiderable a» to J» hardly worth 
the effort In fact the inducement is so slight that, after this, ma y 
fall out of the competition altogether. If the Inspectors try to' make
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Of this the only item in 1870 was High School Inspection. $2,000. By 

reference to Dr. Ryerson's Report I find the expenditure for masters' 
salaries from 1870 to 1874 to have increased 75 per cent., the total expen
diture for the same period, including an unusually large sum for building 
purposes, about 100 per cent., whereas the expenses I have detailed above 
have increased from 1870 to 1876 between five and six hundred per cent. 
I may also add that the legislative grant for masters' salaries in 1876 is 
about 33 per cent, more than in 1870. No one will for a moment doubt 
but th,«t many improvements—in fact as many as could fairly have been 
expected—have been produced by the introduction of a uniform entrance 
examination ; but whether the largely increased inspectoral power has 
effected all the benefits anticipated by the gentlemen whose advocacy brought 
the additions about, is a question which, fortunately for me, these officials 
have answered themselves.

We now have a supplementary test to the tune of 000 a year, and 
whether the results of the Intermediate will justify th expenditure for 
this purpose, is a subject about which, to put it mildly, there is some 
difference of opinion.

4 —The system of payment, according to the results of an examination 
held at a certain time, tends-to throw the whole responsibility on the 
masters.

There is little inducement for the pupil to exert himself, and, if he fail 
once, he will be chary of risking defeat a second time, when he can derive 
no personal benefit from success.

The desire to bring honor on himself and the school he attends may 
prove a strong inducement with some candidates ; but many of the pupils 
who would naturally be expected to pass this examination, will not be 
influenced by this incentive when it conflicts with their own interests or 
the designs of their friends. Failure on the Algebra paper, for instance, 
will have a chilling effect on the enthusiasm of the boy whose young heart 
has been all aglow with a noble ambition to distinguish himself and' bring 
credit on his teacher. It will be difficult for the pupil under such circum
stances to appreciate the value of the arguments with which his indifference 
will be met.

Besides, the Intermediate lacks some of the elements that give impor
tance to the ordinary schoolboy's previous examinations. He is anxious to 
pass the Entrance Examination, because it means transference from the 
Public School to the High School. His relations, as well as himself, value 
the certificate mainly for the material advantage it brings.

The " Intermediate," however, comes on at a period when the great 
majority have made up their minds to leave school for business or some 
other occupation, or when the student who intends to teach or join one of 
the learned professions is getting ready for his examination. What 
inducement will many of these have to change their course of study or 
delay their preparation to suit the convenience of the teacher ? Or why 
should the ordinary student whose services may be required at home 
before the end of the half-year remain to obtain possession of what, in his 
case, will be a valueless piece of paper ? In the very few schools where 
it will be possible to maintain a well organized upper school, which will 
form a separate part of the institution, the pupil may eome to regard pass-
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(i-:ing the examination as real promotion, particularly if the teacher apply 
moral suasion in the form of keeping him in the preparatory classes until 
he pass. That it will be possible to carry this out in any school, as we do 
in the case of the Entrance Examination, I greatly doubt, and of the 
injustice of such a course I am fully convinced. What particular privileges 
is the solitary individual to possess who lately passed at each of the thir
teen High Schools ? How is the master to magnify the achievement of 
the pupil whom the Central Committee delighteth to honour ? It will be 
difficult to the teacher to make his fellow pupils realize that he has acquir
ed any access of dignity.
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Unfortunately the great desire on the part of pupils who have 

examinations to pass is to get through as soon as possible ; and 
it would never do for a master to keep his pupil back because he failed 
to obtain 40 per cent, in geography, for instance—a subject not required t 
for his special examination. In fact, the teacher will be perpetually 
the horns of a dilemma. He must either do injustice to his pupil, by 
interference with his course of study, and so likely drive him away, or do 
injustice to his employers, by conniving at a loss of Government aid, . 
to speak çf the injury he will himself sustain. The trouble arises from the 
fact, that while the strongest possible inducement is held out to the master 
to prepare candidates for the "Intermediate," there is in a great many 
instances no reason why the pupil should attach any significance to it. I 
unhesitatingly assert that a gross wrong is being done to-the matter—one 
which will make itself felt with still greater weight when the novelty of 
the recent examination has worn off.
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the pupils and their friends. I could mention several instances that have 
come to my knowledge lately ; but no doubt your own observations will 

- have shown you that difficulties of this nature will not be so exceptional as 
may be imagined. When the results of the "Intermediate" are published 
in the Toronto dailies, extenuating circumstances can have no effect on 
the public when they agree upon a verdict without a knowledge of the 
facts. No doubt a great deal will depend on what determines, to a great 
extent, the success of every teacher—the entent cordiale between himself 
and his pupils—but if this do not exist, the responsibility for its absence 
will be generally thrown on the master.
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be maintained, and noTo obviate this difficulty, if the present system 
change take place in the standard of the examination, I would propose a 
plan which will utilize the scheme and justify, to some extent, its existence. 
Most of you who have read Mr. Matthew Arnold's “Schools and Universi
ties of the Continent" will remember that he refers to an examination 
which the German student passes before proceeding to the University— 
“the leaving examination." Such an examination I should like to see this 
become, only more extensive in its operation. Our "Intermediate" should 
effect four classes of students : (1) The ordinary pupil ; (2) The young
man who is preparing for the University ; or, (3) for a preliminary pro
fessional examination ; or, (4) the young man or woman who, having 
taught the required time on a third-class certificate, desires to obtai 
second.
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(i.) In the case of the ordinary pupil this examination might take 
the place of the Oxford and Cambridge local examinations, to which, 
judging from the papers I have seen, it is about equal in difficulty. 
It should be acknowledged as such by our National University, which we 
regard as the proper source of educational honor so far as our High 
Schools are concerned. In this way the examination, would acquire 
value and significance it does not now, and never can, possess. The ac
quisition of such an act of competency, bearing the stamp of our highest 
educational institution, would be a legitimate object of ambition for every 
High School pupil, and would give an impetus to education where it is 
mainly needed.

(2.) If it were recognised as part of the junior matriculation 
ination, the University would be brought more immediately into contact 
with our school system, and benefits would accrue to both which it is 
unnecessary to enumerate.

(3.) If the "Intermediate" certificate were accepted as the preliminary 
examination.for the learned professions, not only expense would be saved 
to the country, but the educational results to those directly concerned 
would be far from inconsiderable.

(4 ) When, according to the High School Inspectors, the ■'Interme
diate" is equal to the examination for second-class certificates, there should 
be no objection offered to examine candidates for Public School certificates 
of qualification on the same papers as our pupils.

Of course in all these cases modification would be made by experience, 
or to suit the actual requirements of particular professions ; but some 
such adaptation of the system would, I believe, greatly advance the interest of 
education generally, and immeasurably relieve the master, whose 
sibility will be great enough even under these circumstances.

Ladies’ Colleges, denominational institutions and private schools in 
general have at present no means of testing the attainments of the- great 
bulk of their pupils ; so that the exact condition of thes# establishments 
is a matter of pure conjecture. This examination might be arranged so as 
to extend to them also, and the State would thus afford them a reliable 
means of testing the educational force of these schools. That this 
would be productive of good to the institutions themselves I have no doubt ; 
while, by making it an object for them to avail themselves of the privilege, 
the State would indirectly control their course of study, and bring about 
that homogeneity of culture which is essential in elementary education at 
any rate. When I read of the praiseworthy efforts that are being made to 
promote the higher education of women, I cannot help thinking that no real 
progress can be made so long as the elementary training of the majority of 
those who do not attend our National Schools is so lamentably defective.

V,—Increasing tendency to determine results by means of written 
examinations.

These tests have, within the last few years, become so prominent a 
feature in our educational system, that it is of the utmost importance to 
determine what influence they will have on High School education.

There is a kind of written examination to which, if judiciously con
ducted there can be no possible objection. When the teacher examines 
his pupils in this way in work he has gone over in the class, he is using
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and self-refiance, and acquires habits of accuracy in thought and expres- 
ffion The “ache“uses?he written test as a ^s. The character of 
his teaching is not determined by the examination , but the class work 
determines what the written examination will be.

It is highly objectionable, however, I believe, that the questions set 
bv anv Board of Examiners should be the teacher's guide in the school
room X It is unfortunately, a fact that with both pupils and master 
Oration is often turned into preparation for an examination, and what 
both aim at is not how to gain knowledge and intellectual power, but wha 
will pay at the examination.

A few moments consideration will show you to what extent the 
master and pupil are now under this influence.

a-, -

Y”' S hî .Bu» md=wU .1,= "Intermediate.” it i.t.ndrf to,

from the beginning of one half-year to the end of the other—examinations 

eVel^he greM question, however, for us to consider is-Does all this tend

to determine the efficiency of a school, and we shall then be able to app e- 
ciate the gravity of the position.
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THE HIGH SCHOOL SYSTEM. 47
such a process. In teaching, the theory is that we should win our pupils 
to the love of knowledge by kindling a noble enthusiasm in their breasts ; 
the practice will be in too many cases to hold up before their eyes the 
fear of failure. So that they are forced to regard knowledge not as the 
lover does his mistress, but as a slave does an unreasonable and tyranni
cal master,

Every genuine teacher knows that the theory is correct, and no educa
tional vageries will succeed in driving out of the hearts of many of us the 
earnest desire to do our duty faithfully ; but it is so hard to always scare up 
the enthusiasm for over the forty per cent, in each of the thirteen subjects, 
and " cramming" is such an easy process and pays so well !

Again, does any one require to be told that there is no knowledge so 
easily forgotten as that we stuff ourselves with to pass an examination ? 
Illustration is unnecessàry.

It is well for us then to consider whether this is the kind of thing that 
should be systematically encouraged by our national system of education.

" In Austria, the country of examinations," says the French Commis- 
' sioner" there is no intellectual work."
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The paramount aim in Prussia," writes the English Commissioner, " is 
to encourage a love of study aud science for their own sakes ; and the Pro
fessors are constantly warning their pupils against Brodstudien—studies, 
pursued with a view to examinations and posts."

In Ontario, we say at one moment, " Education, pure and simple, is 
to be aimed at above all things," and at the next we dangle before the 
eyes of the men who have the intellectual future of our Province in their 
hands the greatest incentive we can devise to render them recreant to 
their trust.

It cannot be maintained, either, that written examinations produce 
habits of application. Most candidates take it easy until a month or so 
before the examination, and, when the spasmodic effort is over, relapse 
into lethargy.

The strongest argument of all against the present tendency, is forcibly 
brought out in the words of the Rev. Mr. Pattison, who, speaking of 
University examinations, says:—"The paralysis of intellectual action 
produced by compulsory examination is not more remarkable than its 
effect in depressing moral energy. For, as examinations have multiplied 
on the unhappy pass-man, the help afforded him to pass them has been 
increased in proportion. He has to lean more and more on his tutor, and 
do less and less for himself. The tutors do indeed work ; they drudge. 
For they aim at taking upon themselves the whole strain of the effort. 
It is a point of honor with them to get their pupils through. The examin
ations have destroyed teaching, which may be said to be a lost art among

I should like to hear Mr. Pattison’s opinion of the present tendencies in 
our High School system.

Such being the general tendencies of written examinations in the case 
of young men, even when the spring that moves the teacher is ambit
ion or honor, there are two exceptional points in our case which I shall 
briefly state
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that it is unfair to the man, and bad
policy on the part (/those in authority, to make it his interest to pursue 
son/other object than the real efficiency of his school. It should not be 
wondered at, nor can he be greatly blamed, if he sometimes ^cnfice

moraht/our profession ranks as high as any other; but you know the 
old and sacred saying, Lead us not into temptation I need not waste 
time shewing you why in the eyes of the master and the public this part 
of the scheme is the important one. I am not one of those whobehev 
that 810,000 in the Inspectors hands is going to cure all the defects ofth 
system, and the short comings of the masters and trustees of 112 Hig 
Schools.

You may reduce the evils of the system by great care in the perpara- 
tion of questions. In mathematics, the objection is not so strong , but m 
some of the other subjects of examination the supply of questions that 
cannot be answered on "cram" seems to be limited Why! it was only 
the other day that I saw in an educational journal the advice given to 
candidates to procure full sets of past examination papers and the remar 
was made that if, having worked these through the candidate failed, he 
had himself to blame. This I regard, when applied to. the boys and girls 
of our schools, as vicious in principle and subversive of real education. 
The evil tendencies are just as great when the pupil knows the style of 
the questions as if he knew the questions themselves. There are no Ex- 

ining Boards in the Province who can so vary their questions as to en
able us to avoid this rock. I think it highly desirable that examiners 
should be frequently changed. * In the matter of the Intermediate, it 
would be advisable that the Inspectors should have something to say in 
the matter, but it is not in the interests of education that our examinations 
should run in a groove, even if it be a broad

If our education is to be what it should be, there must be more than mere 
working towards examinations. To pass written examinations is not the 
schoolboy's chief end, and the teacher has a nobler duty to perform than 
than the mere drudgery of a never ending grind.

There seems to have sprung up in these days a species of men with 
whom "examination" is king, and "Cram" is prophet .It has been
said that •• cramming"---- that is, filling the mmd .with undigested

' knowledge—is better than nothing. I do not believe the doctrine.
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eats too fast or too much and sows the seeds of dyspepsia V
As a writer I onçe read says:-''The teacher's duty is not to inmart 

information, but to teach children how to value, gain, and use informa! 
tion for themselves. The mind may be trained so that all his life long the 
boy can gam lore with ease and rapidity. We do not make good hunts-
to hnn? LT^lnf, W,th game at ,he outset' but by showing them how 
to hunt and handle their weapons. If in practising we can bring down
practice, noTprey/'^ ‘h6 preparator>' course' <he main subject is

I had intended to discuss the absence of any incentive to attach due 
importance to physical culture -to draw attention to the fact that if n 
branch of education be ignored, we shall have little chance in future of „ 

mens Sana incorpore Sana. The premium now set on forcing the bright
Hon* =ndd "eglectl"8t-e dul1 and indolent one, also demands our inten- 
tion and might not be amiss to consider the prospect, if matters remain 
"top are; f, ap?a=ible more extensive development of the pTvate 

• ' °^°?', But 1 find that I have exceeded the limit I had set for myself 
i OvJJOh1" 1 hay,eaIrfady overtaxed your stock of patience, No doubt I 

g00r deal.ma”y of you will oppose. I should feel that I have 
my tMk ,f j had no‘ i but I am sure you will all lystem*" wishing a speedy haven of rest for our High School
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DR. HAANEL'S ADDRESS.

0mMaeofa,t.ame? in ,SC'enCe justify ‘.he generalization that the phen- 
Omena of the material universe are interprétable in terms of motion
tiol 'Ir110? constltutes [be essence of a phenomenon, evidently this mo- 
tion must inhere in something, and this something must be so constituted 
as to render possible all kinds of motion which are offered in explanation 
of the various phenomena. The constitution of matter becomes thus a 
fundamental problem, upon the solution of which the superstructure of 
the so called Physical Sciences rest. The importance which attaches to 
this subject—the constitution of matter,—and the profound interest which 
it awakens in all thinking minds, have led me to hope that it might not 
prove an inappropriate and unacceptable topic for a lecture8before 
this convention, I have thought it undesirable to popularize the subject
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The first experience we make in .^nnectmn ^th ^tter which^eems 

to afford us a due to its structure is 1p?oper means be 
known to exist, which may' jw* y jm^t in this direction, and see if 
divided into parts Let us 'c te P - 0ur inquiry into the
we can learn anything from it which can am “ pla‘e of Bilin-a
structure of matter. w® taJ“ f ^ ; f fragments. We may continue m
stroke of the hammer will shatter it into tragmen ham.
the same operation with each successive sfi-a led v^”e We select two or | 
mer proves too coarse an mstrumeutfor (1.1^1 ^ them in an

S’Ætf'SüS...... —S-hfi

ÏSS, '"rS“H ■= SAiRiSgrain of our inpalpable P°wder some minute in size and regular
fractured into very irregular pieces. tbe smallest particles intoin form, these discs, then c^not repre^tim sma ^ each
which the polishing slate of Bl'in rock and we see no reason,
disc is apparently as divisible as th' ““ r“t nlie the process of divi- 
why. haâwe the proper even the range of
sion in the case of each diatom into particles be taken as
microscopic power. From t e Frd-viJii; the slate has been limited 
typical, we conclude that our etto j an(i that each successiveonly by the imperfect “e“adatb°Umechanical means furnished particles

from fe ongm», toindicate.
Is matter then infinitely divisible ? Om experme^ ^ amve at 

such a conclusion. Or do we in “dr‘ ciearly we make these two 
particles which can no long constitution of matter will depend
assumptions. Our conception accept. If we accept the
upon which of these two ass p limit then each part struck
former, that matter , is d‘visibl nQ discrete particles can be
from the jyhole is only part of the whole, and^ ^ ^ s^ace it occupies 
assumed as existing in matter. this view of matter does not ex-
contlnuously without a break. but no part can exist per se dis-
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DR. HAANBL’S ADDRESS. 51
dur ' imagination in realizing it. You have undoubtedly often admired 
the fairy little glass baskets turned, out with such surprising rapidity 
before the blowpipe of Bohemian glass blowers. These frail ornaments 
are formed from melted drops of glass, which partially run into each 
other before cooling. The spaces which are thus left between the limpid 
drops give it much the appearance of wicker work. We have only to 
imagine our little basket to be filled with melted drops of glass, adhering 
to the sides of the basket and to each other in certain points only, to 
realize the conception of ccntinuous substance. The space which the 
glass of this basket occupies it evidently fills continueusly, for no drrp 
exists singly and discretely by itself, but each drop is joined by seme peint 
of attachment to its neighbor, so that we may commence with any little 
drop whatever and proceed throughout the basket and its contents alcng 
the lines of juncture formed by the glass itself, without ever leaving the 
glass to reach a next particle. This ccncepticn does not, as you perceive, 
exclude the existence of ports or fissures, for these ate represented by the 
spaces left between the drops, and may be as continuous as the glass 
itself.

If now, on the other hand, we grant a limit to the divisibility of matter, 
then matter must be conceived of as composed of indivisible particles 
which we may term atoms, the term signifying indivisible. These atoms 
we are then to imagine as the building material by the aggregation of 
which the substance is built up. To fit our former analogy to this 
ception of matter, it is only necessary to cut the joining threads between 
our little glass drops, and imagine them held together, not by the sub
stance itself, but by immaterial dynamic bonds. Each drop will thus 
exist discretely by itself, having no material connection whatever with any 
other drops. This immaterial connection between the atoms renders this 
conception of the constitution of matter perhaps more difficult than the 
former, "but mere difficulties of conception," as Prof. Jevons remarks: 
" must not in the least discredit a theory, which otherwise agrees with 
fact." Our choice between these two assumptions will then evidently 
depend upon the agreement or disagreement of either with the facts of 
Natural Science. We shall conveniently consider some of the leading 
facts of chemistry first to determine our choice in accordance with this
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If we place, as Morren has taught us, a globe filled with Sulphur 

Dioxide—a transparent colourless gas with a suffocating odour—in a dark 
room, and pass a beam of sunlight through it, at first no change will be 
observed, but presently a delicate faint blue will appear in the track of the 
sunbeam within the globe. This tint grows deepter, passes into sky-blue, 
gradually this fades to a whitish hue, and finally a white cloud will be 
observed floating within the globe. If the globe be now opened and the 
contents examined, it will be found that the suffocating odour so charac
teristic of the Sulphur Dioxide has disappeared. In fact this gas has van
ished, and its place has been supplied by two other substances—Sulphur 
and Oxygen, the former floating in a state of minute division in the latter. 
This Sulphur and Oxygen, which were evidently in a state of union be
fore the experiment, may 'easily be proven to be present in the weight 
ratio of 32 of the former to 32 of the latter. Reversing the experiment by 
heating the globe, the cloud will at a certain temperature disappear with
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a lambent blue flash of light, and^u^re-appearance, every trace of

gysss —sæ I sr
Sulphur Dioxide, whether we “ active volcano. I may ■ » '*
sulphuric acid factory, or from theth^nto-omWnation with Sulphur in a 
without difficulty cause Oxygen to 32 ofthe latter, to form
higher weight ratio, namely, of ^ f Th; com3poUnd contains exactly
the definite compound Sulphur Tnoxide^ i ms eu F between
one half as much more OaywM^th. formed,
these two compounds no "lte"n^‘a . ™Peight ratio of more than 31 
none which shall contain the Oxyg quantitative relations existing
but less than 48 to 3* of Sulphu inexplicable if we as-
between elements to f“™nl1s UDon this supposition the whole expen- 
sume matter to be continuous. "po possibility, that continuous
ment is shrouded in mystery. 9™” u/internenetration, the conception .substances are capable of ^“^rie ffig we do not see why thi sul- 
of which is however exceedingly PerPlex > h definite weight ratio, 1 
phur and Oxygen can only interpenetrate in sucn why only one
as 32: 32. and if Sulphur contrat it wotid seem, that all possible in-

SaraX stssiffirs a u*» <- - » -1-
other. , that matter is composed of atoms,

If, on the other hand, pXactlv alike and possess exactly the same
which for the same element are exaat}? , ' pnt weight, the explana-
weight, but di&r from hose oanotherdementm ^
tion of these quantitative /elation ■JCombination may be flowed 
The very operation taking P'ace in che at ™herein chemicai combina- 
by the mind's eye. We see in the first p he mechanical mixture
tion differs from purely mechanical mixture. in ^ ouf experi.

ISS’CTS'.-iysey.iss-isyr-s
Oxygen atoms and remains finally unlte“ ( each 0ther in weight in 
that the Sulphur and Oxygen atoms d from which these two
the ratio of 32:16, we readily see that th^ „ 32;32, for 2 
elements combine must bfc définitif’■ “fhave combined with one Sulphur
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DR. HAANBL’S ADDRESS.

of Oxygen to form Sulphur Trioxide. We may further explain what ' 
otherwise would have been inexplicable—why in the act of combin
ation of Sulphur with Oxygen a lambent blue flash of light was ob
served. The space existing between the Oxygen and Sulphur atoms pre
vious to combination, though exceedingly minute, is in comparison to the 
actual size of the Sulphur and Oxygen atoms very great, 
combination being completed in an immeasurably short period of time, 
the Oxygen and Sulphur atoms rushing together to engage in the melée 
acquire a very great velocity. The shock which they sustain in meeting 
is correspondingly severe, causing them to tremble in each other's grasp. 
It is this tremor which, imparted to the universal elastic ether, is just 
capable of throwing it into undulations corresponding to the blue light 
we witnessed.

Another and very striking argument in favor of the atomic constitu
tion of matter may be derived from a consideration of a certain class of 
organic compounds, the metamerides. This interesting class of bodies, 
although possessing identically the same composition, differ in their phy
sical properties, and furnish, if treated under exactly the same conditions 
with the same reagent, entirely aifferent products of decomposition. 
Thus in the two metamerides valerate of methyl and butyrate of ethyl 
72 parts by weight of Carbon are combined in each case with 12 parts 
by weight of Hydrogen and 32 parts by weight of Oxygen. If these 
two compounds be treated with potassium hydroxide decomposition 
takes place in each case. The one compound furnishing as products of 
the reaction potassium valerate and woodspirit, the other potassium 
butyrate and alcohol. How two compounds of exactly the same composi
tion, and treated in exactly the same manner,jean furnish entirely different 
products of decomposition, is absolutely incomprehensible, unless we as
sume that the products of decomposition into which they are capable of 
being separated exist discretely in these compounds. But if so they 
must exist spacially separated in each compound—an assumption of which 
the theory of the continuity of matter does not admit. We must relin
quish all hope of explaining this very singular fact, or admit the theory 
of the atomic constitution of matter. In accordance with this theory 
the two metamerides would each contain six atoms of Carbon, twelve of 
Hydrogen and two of Oxygen, grouped for each compound into differently 
constituted twin molecules, something like twin clusters of grapes, A 
cluster of grapes does not ripen its berries all at the same time, but if 
we pluck it at a certain season we shall find among its purple ripe berries, 
red ones half ripe and entirely green ones. If, now, to help our imagina
tion, we let the purple berries represent the Carbon atoms, the red the 
Hydrogen atoms, and the green the Oxygen atoms, we may easily arrange a 
definite number and kind of berries, say 6 blue, 12 red, and 2 green into a 
twin cluster representing our valerate of methyl molecule, so that one 
branch shall contain 4 blue, 9 red, and 2 green, berries, and the other 
branch 1 blue, and 3 red berries. For our butyrate of ethyl, twin cluster 
we may arrange exactly the same number and kind of berries in a differ
ent manner, so that one branch may contain 4 blue, 7 red, and 2 green 
berries, and the other branch, 2 blue and 5 red berries. Decomposition 
of each compound may now be likened, if we think only of one molecule, to 
the separation of the connecting stem of its respective twin cluster of her-
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DR. HAANEL’S^DDRBSS.
ry atoms. This separation in the case of the 2 compounds results 4 differ
ent single clusters, which correspond to the 4 different products of decom-

P'c'onvinced of the truth of the atomic constitution of matter, Liebig 
gnd Dumas sought to find an explanation of the
comoounds in the structure of their molecules. Their brilliant lmagi 
nation magnified these invisible molecules till they became real systems 
of atomic groups, which under the play of chemical affinity were made to 
marshal themLl'ves into varying patterns of marvellous andfsy^
metrv Who has not beguiled in wondering amazement some of hi 
leisure hours by looking at the beautiful forms presented by the arrange- 
ment of the colored bits of glass in a Kaleidoscope. Each turn of the 
tube presented a feast for the eye, in the new and unexpected 
beautv called forth as if by magic. Sometimes falling into patterns so 
unstable that the slightest touch would break up their structure and 
result in a new arrangement. Sometimes clogging in forms so compactly 
grouped, that it required a vigorous shake of the tube to furnish a ne 
pattern In like manner we may assume the atoms to arrange them 
selves like the bits of glass in the Kaleidoscope into stable and unstable 
molecular structures. We may see in the unstable mo ecule of chloride 
of nitrogen, the cause of its ready decomposition with the «lightest n* 
sure while the resistance offered to decomposition by silicon dioxide is 
accounted for by the stable equilibrium of its molecular structure. Ihe 
contemplation in this matter, of these dynamic systems of atom-clusters, 
afforded suggestions for experiment, and led to the many bnlliant d'KOver. 
ies for which Liebig and Dumas are so justly renowned. One of the 
grandest results of this method was the enunciation by Dumas of the 
theofy of Substitution, He questioned whether it might not be possible
to remove from a complex molecular edifice some of the capstones and
replace them by others without destroying the stability of the structure,
whether in a compound consisting of Carbon and Ii>'^rog<r" “nuilced by 
plexlv arranged, some of the Hydrogen atoms might not be replacedby 
Êhlonne He soon had the satisfaction of answering this query affirma- 
bvely'by experiment. From purely speculative reasonings ba^d upon 
the atomic theory Dumas was thus led to the enunciation of a theory, 
the fruitfulness of which we are as yet unable to estimate for the impute 
it has given to experimental investigation will long be felt The exten 
sion of the theory of radicals to organic compounds and the enunciation 
bv Laurent of the theory of types, as brilliantly generalized by Gerhardt, 
followed in rapid succession. This chain of theories based upon the as
sumption of the atomic constitution of matter has not alone enriched us 
withthe discoveries of new and valuable compounds, but has furnished us 
with what is so essential in exact science—with a rational and natural 
classification of the ever increasing number of Carbon compounds.

We mav now regard our choice between the two assumptions with 
which ““ started as sufficiently determined in favor of the existence of 
atoms although an important argument in support of the atomic consti
tution'of matter derivable from the specific heat of the elements hM been 
omitted. A constitution of matter, however, which would makeanmh- 
nite series of compounds between any elements possible, is not lncon- 
—-—ble. With such a constitution matter chemistry would never
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have emerged out of the swaddling cloths of alchemy. Discovery would 
have been left to pure chance, and the mind of man would have in vain per- 
plexed itself to wring from nature her secrets and render her forces his 

The very fact, however, that matter has been so constituted, 
that in its combinations it is obedient to a few laws of exceeding simplicity! 
which furnish a lamp to the feet of the investigator in his search after new 
discoveries by enabling him to forecast them, is unmistakable evidence of 
purpose, and points undeniably to an intelligent First Cause.

Atoms, then, are the indivisible parts of elements. From the combination 
of atoms of the different elements molecules result. A compound is made 
up of such molecules—its constitution is molecular. We shall presently 
see, that from certain chemical considerations we shall be obliged to as
sume a molecular constitution also for the elements when in a free state ; 
that Oxygen, for instance, does not consist of single atoms at equal dis
tances from each other, but groups of atoms. The difference between c 
molecule of an element and a molecule of a compound will then consist in 
the fact, that the molecule of an elemènt is composed of atoms of the 
same kind, while the molecule of a compound is an aggregation of atoms of 
different kinds. Arguments for the molecular structure of elements are 
derived from their behaviour when being set free from chemical combina
tion. At the instant, namely, of liberation, they are known to possess a 
greater chemical activity than when in their ordinary free state. This 
active state of elements has very appropriately been termed the “ nascent " 
state, to indicate that the activity is a result of the liberation. Thus 
Hydrogen and Sulphur in the nascent state e iter with great activity into 
combination, forming Sulphuretted Hydrogen, while in the free state the 
combination takes place only with great difficultly and at a great eleva
tion of temperature. This singular difference of activity between the 
elements in the free and nascent state has been explicable so far only on the 
supposition, that elements in the free and isolated state possess molecular 

Hydrogen, for instance, when in the free state may be 
supposed to exist of twin atoms, the bond which unites them is chemical 
affinity, which can not be regarded as inactive between the atoms of even 
the same elements. Their combining tendencies would by such union be 
partially satisfied, and hence it is quite clear that such molecules would 
manifest feebler tendencies to enter into new combinations, tha* if the 
atoms existed singly with their combining tendencies unengaged. In the 
nascent state, the atoms evolved from a combination exist singly for an 
instant, and enter, if no atoms of another element are present with which 
they can unite, into combination with each other.

This view of the molecular constitution of elements is further supported 
by the fact, that elements are capable of existing in allotropie modifications 
in which the same elementary body possesses entirely different properties 
Thus Oxygen in one modification is without odour and comparatively in
active, in the other, as Ozone, it possesses a strong penetrating odour and 
is intensely active, and yet both are Oxygen and only that. We cannot 
possibly account for this difference in the properties of the same element, 
uuics-j we assume that the allotropie modification of an element depends 
upon a special grouping of its atoms. This assumption gains confirma
tion from the fact, that when Oxygen is converted into Ozone condensa
tion takes place, so that 3 vols, of Oxygen condense to 2 vols, of Ozone.
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At the moment when one modification passes into the other, as when 
Ozone is converted into Oxygen, heat is evolved. This is what we should 
expect if the allotropie modifications depended upon special groupings of 
atoms, for in the act of rearrangement a clashing of atoms and hence internal 
commotion, must result. If we conceive 6 atoms of Oxygen arranged in 3 
molecules of 2 atoms each to constitute common Oxygen 2 molecules of 3 
atoms each may represent Ozone. In the act of conversion of Ozone into 
Oxygen one atom of each of its molecules is expelled, the 2 expelled 
atoms unite in a molecule, furnishing 3 molecules of 2 atoms each of com
mon Oxygen. The clashing of the 2 expelled atoms in the act of union 
represents the heat given out in the conversion.

From these 2 lines of argument we conclude, that atoms never exist 
isolated except in the nascent state, but that in each element the 
. combined to term molecules, which are indivisible by mechanical 

means The constitution, then, of all bodies, whether elementary or com
pound, is molecular. Returning now to our atoms it will be remembered, 
that chemical considerations have led to the conclusion that for each 
element the atoms are absolutely alike in specific-weight and other proper
ties, but that for different elements they differ in these respects, lhe 
farther question now arises, how may I account for the difference in pro
perties between the atoms of the different elements. What, for instance, 
constitutes the difference in properties between an Oxygen and Chlorine 
atom ? Why is it, that the Hydrogen atom has a spec. grav. 16 times 
less than that of an Oxygen atom ? If we accept the old notion of atoms, 
that they are exceedingly minute hard particles, filling the space each 
pies continuously with its matter, we might assume with Dalton that an Oxy
gen atom is 16 times larger than a Hydrogen atom, and thus explain by 
difference in size of the atoms of the different elements, the difference in their 
ascertained spec. grav. The fact, however, that all gases expand equally 
for equal increments of heat, pressure being the same, and diminish in 
volume equally for equal increments of pressure, temperature being the 
same led Avogadro as early as 1811 to the great generalization, that equal 
volumes of gases at equal temperatures and pressures contain the same 
number of molecules. This generalization is now universally accepted 
and lies at the foundation of our modem chemistry. Assuming the mole
cular structure ol gaseous elements to be the same, we may state the law 
of Avogadro in the following modified form : For the same temperature and 
pressure, elements in the gaseous state contain the same number oiatoms. 
In accordance with this law it follows, that to account for the difference 
in spec. grav. between Oxygen and Hydrogen, for example, by the size of 
their atoms, we should farther have to assume, that in a pint of Oxygen 
gas the atoms are packed 16 times closer together than the atoms of 
Hydrogen in the same volume measured at the same temperature and 
pressure. In accordance with this view we may make the general state
ment that for different elementary gases measured at the same tempera
ture and pressure the distance between their raolecu es depends upon the 
size of their atoms. This would undoubtedly explain the difference in 
the atomic weights of the elements, and without speculating any farther 
we might rest satisfied with the statement of Dalton, that any other dis
tinguishing properties between the elements are due to inherent differ
ent in the"nature of their atoms. Most of the continental chemists did
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hen not rest with this conclusion of Dalton’s, and many bent their energies to 

discover methods for determining experimentally the relative size of the 
atoms of the difierent elements, but it is to the extensive labours of 
Schroeder and Kopp especially that we owe any advances made in this 
direction. Assuming the solid condition of each element at equal tem
perature and pressure to be of the same molecular structure, these emin
ent chemists have succeeded in showing, that many of the elementary 
bodies may be arranged in groups, each group consisting of members in 
which the solid atomic volume is identical. Thus chromium, cobalt, cop
per, iron, nickel and manganese have the same atomic volume, which dif
fers only from that of another group. This has naturally created a very 
strong probability in favor of the equality in the size of the atoms of these 
elements against Dalton's assumption to the contrary. Selecting Osmium 
asd zinc out of another group for which Kopp has proven an equality of 
solid atomic volume, it will be very probable, that an atom of Osmium is 
of the same size as an atom of Zinc ; yet I may ask the question, how am I 
then to account for the difference between the atomic weight of these ele- 
ments ? The only reason I can assign for the difference between the spec, 
grav. of bodies is, that for equal volumes they contain unequal quantities 
of matter. But it an Osmium atom occupies as much space as a zinc 
atom, and the space occupied by each is continuously filled with its mat
ter, I cannot see how equal spaces may contain in the one case 3 times as 
much continuous matter as in the other. This difficulty may be over
come if we abandon the old conception of the continuity of the atom al
together and conceive of an atom as itself a compound. Such an as
sumption is farther justified by the fact, that elementary bodies in their 
properties do not so fundamentally differ from bodies which are known 
to be compound as to exclude the belief of a certain complexity in the 
nature of these atoms. The element Oxygen does not difier more funda
mentally in its properties from the element Chlorine, than this last dif
fers from Cyanogen or Carbon Dfoxide, which are known to be compounds 
We may then assume an atom to be a compound'ot particles-of the same 
size, weight and form, united in numbers corresponding for each element 
to its combining weight, and held together in stable systems by dynamic 
bonds, which have resisted all efforts of decomposition. These particles 
of which elementary atoms are conceived as composed, have been var
iously termed atomettes, elements, and physical atoms. These terms have 
already significations attached to them other than to the one here needed 
and to avoid confusion we shall call these last particles of which ali 
atoms are composed ultimate. Matter from this point of view is all of 
the same kind, consisting of ultimates, which are perfectly identical 
These combined in definite numbers corresponding to the different atomic 
weights constitute the atoms of the various elements. Whatever number 
of ultimates we conceive of as united to form our atom of Hydrogen our 
atom of Oxygen will contain 16 times that number, Nitrogen q4 
that number, and so on. We can now explain without any difficulty how 
atoms of the different elements having the same, size may contain differ
ent quantités of matter, for we may readily conceive, that, in the Osmium 
atom, which contains 3 times the quantity of matter that is contained in 
a zinc atom, the ultimates are packed 3 times closer than in the zinc
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tion T If but one kind of matter is assumed, then to account for the 
difference in the combining weights of the elements, these must con
tain in the construction of their atoms different quantities of it. Be
sides, we cannot point to a single case of constant unimpeded motion ; 
yet this theory necessitates the conclusion that the atoms have 
each from the commencement of their existence vibrated with a defi
nite velocity of which none has been dissipated. These objections do 
not apply to our conception of an atom as a compound of extended 
particles, which we have termed ultimates. These we must imagine 
as firmly united by dynamic bonds in numbers corresponding to the 
combining weights of the atoms into stable systems, which resist our 
best efforts,to produc e decomposition Yet we must think of them as 
so united, that even in the densest atom they do not touch each other 
but leave ample room for rapid vibrations and oscillations across their 
respective positions of equilibrium. These ultimates, then, are the 
building material, from which by establishment of immutable configura
tions elements resulted Through the constant flux of these to ever 
more and more stable combinations, this sublime universe is hastening 
to its destined end. To conceive of the minuteness of these ultimates 
is as futile a task as the endeavour to. grasp the meaning of the num
ber which might be written to express in miles ihe distance ef the 
faintest nebulae on the outskirts of our siderial system. Truly “Deus 
magnus in magnis, maximus in minimis," we may exclaim with a pro- 
founder meaning than the author of these much quoted words could 
ever have realized If now in imagination we magnify one of our 
little diatoms melosira distans, which we used in our first experiment 
as an illustration of the divisibility of matter, we should see it break up 
into myriads oî groupes of molecules harmoniously disposed about 
centers of attraction each molecule formed ot a triplet of atoms. One 
atom of Silicon consisting of 28 or some multipip of 28 ultimates joined to 
l atoms of Oxygen, each composed of 16 or some multiple of 16 ulti
mates. We should see each ultimate vibrating within each atom, each 
atom vibrating in each molecule, each molecule moving in each group, 
and each group animated with its own motion. We need only imagine 
each ultimate a shining, twinkling point, to realize the analogy between 
this structure and the star spangled expanse of a night sky above us. 
We should, if we carry out the fancy of Dumas, see worlds, circulating 
about worlds, and these again about other worlds, blending to a har
monious law-regulated whole A microcosm expanded to a macrocosm I 
The sublime study of astronomy reversed.

The compound structure of the atom has so far been deduced from 
chemical facts ; we shall see, however, that certain physical phenomena 
also require for their explanation the assumption of the compound 
nature of atoms. Dr. Draper was the first to show, that when a solid is 
gradually heated from redness to whiteness, and the light it emits is 
passed through a prism, and its spectrum examined, that the colours 
made their appearance successively as the temperature rose, first the 
red, than the orange was added, then the yellow, the blue, the indigo, 
and finally the violet, so that when the body attained white heat it
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emitted light waves corresponding to all the colours of the spectrum. 
Reversely, when the body cooled from white heat, the colours from the 

. violet to the red would be successively blotted out from the spectrum. 
Now the light and heat given out by the white hot body, are due to the 
intense internal commotion of the solid—its atoms and molecules are 
in incessant and rapid vibration, which, communicated to the universal 
elastic ether, throw it into corresponding vibrations, which received 
upon our retina produce the sensation of light and colour. But it has 
always been found exceedingly difficult to imagine a motion of a solid 
atom, which shall be capable of throwing the universal elastic ether 
into a series of waves graduating completely, and without a break from 
red and below it to violet and above it. The phenomena of sound are 
usually cited as an analogy in point. It is, namely, a fact of acoustics 
that a vibrating string sounds not alone its fundamental tone but gives 

vaiiety of other less intense tones, termed over tones. To illustrate 
ptically the compound motion of a Bounding body, which renders it 

capable of producing overtones, it is only necessary to fasten a common 
knitting needle with a silvered bead attached to one end with sealing 
into a common vice upright, so that the glass bead may swing with the 
knitting needle if this is set into vibration. Concentrating tho light of 
a lamp upon the bead in an otherwise dark room, and striking the 
needle gently, yet quickly, the bead will be seen to move in beautiful 
undulating Hues of light intertwining in the most marvellous P**4®™*- 
We are told to imagine the oscillation of ,an atom something like this 
motion of the bead, in explanation of the variety of ether waves capable 
of generation by such motion The analogy, however beauti ul, does 
not hold good, for no sounding body can be made to vibrate in such 
a manner as to give rise to all the possible sounds at the same time. 
Our white hot body does, however emit all the waves of}'fM. /‘ f 
red to the violet at the same time. In explanation of this, it may of 
course be said, that in a solid, made up by the aggregation of complex 
molecular groups of atoms, held together by the force of attraction, 
yet prevented from touching by an assumed action of a repulsive force 
that in such an aggregation some in each group would be so disposed 
in relation to the others, as to require from the attractive tension 
exerted upon them a greater force to set them oscillating than the others 
The former would vibrate more rapidly and give rise to shorter wave 
lengths than the latter. This argument may be extended to all the other 
atoms composing one group, so that a difference of position of an atom in a 
group accounts for the different attractive tension to which it is sub- 
iected and consequently for the different rate of vibration it maintains. 
In accordance with this explanation a single atom of a group is not as
sumed as competent to furnish all the wave lengths of the spectrum, 
but only its definite and specific quota, which includes its fundamental 
vibration and its specific overtones—this latter term signifying, for 
want of a better, the additional superposed vibrations. Each atom of a 
group then furnishes its specific set of vibrations, different from that of 
another utom of the same group in consequence of the disturbing effect 
of the attractive force of the atoms of a neighboring group. 1 he whole
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effect owing to elation would be the sum of ell these vibrations, 
resulting i'l a continuous spectrum. If now we c_ cel the force of at-

s£sdtf5=SSSffiS,SJR.S5
the tame and not. as in the case of the solid, different merging into a 
continuous spectrum. These definite vibrations should 

' continuous spectrum consisting of a number of bright lines. * bis is 
found to be the case. If, for instance, we vaporize iron between the 
carbon noies of a voltaic arc and send the light, which this incandes
cent iron vapour emits, through a prism, the spectrum which it fur
nishes will be found to consist of a surprising number of bright lines 
from the red to the violet. The spectrum is discontinuous. If we con
sider the vibrations such an iron atom must perform to produce this 
effect and think of the atom as the gleaming silver bead of the knitting 
needle we should, by reducing its vibrations in rapidity, see it weaving 
luminous paterns of wonderful complexity and marvellous beauty. 
Bv substituting air. for the universal elastic ether, and bringing the 
vibrations within the range of the aud tory nerve, we should hear t 
incandescent vapour sing its fundamental tone and overtone,—it 
would be musical. The incandescent solid considered in[the same 
manner would produce a painful and intolerable noise, as when alt the 
kuvs of a pisno are struck at the same time. It must, however be ob
served thst the motion of the glass bead of the knitting needle in that 
manner, whicli renders it capable of giving out overtones, '«a 
ence of the solid structure of the Knitting needle—a result of the ag
gregation of myriads of gioups of atom* composing the knitting necdie; 
i,dKin order, that this analogy shall hold good for our iron atom, we 
must also regard it as an aggregation of still smailer partlcles-onr 
ultimates; for the more we think of it, the more Impossible will it seem, 
that a solid contiunojis particle can vibrate m the supposed manner. 
Were the atom a compound, we could understand it, «“d the bead of 
the knitting needle would then be an analogy in point. For we would 
then see h. w in a compound of a number of ultimates. bound at deAnm* 
distances from each other to a permanent system, the iron ^tooi could

upon it by other ultimates of the same system. The force of attrac
tion would vary in intensity according to the position °f the atom 
within the system ; this force of attraction would determine Its vibrât, 
ting period, which might be different for the different ultimates of the 
same atom. We could then also see, that the greater complexity of ag. 
gregatiou would be capable of emitting light waves verging more and
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more toward a continuous spectrum, which is reached when the solid 
state is attained; and. further, we tan see why each elementary s.tu 
stance in the form of incandescent vapor has a definite, til lièrent spec- 
trum, since the spectrum may now he supposed as depending on the 
grouping and number of the ultimates constituting an atom.

The perfect coincidence of the vibrations of incandescent hydrogen 
upon the earth.no matter how obtained,witli that observed in any c lestial 
body which is known to contain it, the perfect definiteness and invariabi
lity of its combining weight no matter from what source the Hydrogen 
beixtracted, be it liem meteoic iron, or from some kind ot coal* de
posited ages ago in the eai boni ferons age, show it to be constructed upon 
one pattern, one type—its configuration is permanent, and this ho us 
equally true with all the rest of the well established elements. We 
cannot avoid the conclusion of Kir John Htrschel. that this 
niiifniroily and invariability are marks of a manufactured article— 
it was created, and it must be admitted with Clerk Maxwell, the il
lustrious physicist, “ that in the case of molecules, each individual il 
permanent, there is no generation and no variation, or rather no dlfier- 
ence between tire individuals of each species Hence the kind ..| specu
lation with which we have become so familiar under the name of 
theories of evolution is quite inapplicable to the ease of molecules. ’ If 
then we accept the, nebular hypothesis, we must at least, start with 
these manufactured molecules, 'lire time may not he far distant when 
the spectroscope will furnish material aid to research in the domain of 
molecular physics, when we shall he enabled to make out connections 
between the wave lengths of the bright lines of the nn-tals and their 
atomie weights. We may even hope that molecular physics will he re
duced to an exact science, so lirai fioltr its data wc shall be able by 
mathematical deduction to arrive attire properties of matter.

The case of heat is so similar to that ol light, that whatever in the 
structure of atoms is capable of explaining the emission of light waves 
will also explain the emission of In^t

But we may yet derive a further argument tor the compound consti
tution of our atoms from the late development in molecular science ar
rived at by the joint labours of Kroentg,Clausius, an l Clerk Maxwell. I lie
dynamic thvoiy of gases maintains, that tire molecules of a gas are in a 
state of rectilineal motion, flying in all directions at a calculated velo
city of 17 miles per minute, through the space thu gas occupies, having 
their directions continuously altered by collisions with each other, and 
producing pressure by striking against the sides of thy containing vessel. 
It might indeed at first sight appear strange to you, that we should be 
able to sustain unharmed a bombardment of the molecules of this air 
•moving at the rate of 17 miles per minute We can do so, remarks 
Clerk Maxwell ‘‘only because the molecules happen to be flying in 
different directions, so that those which strike against our back enable 
us to support the storm which is beating against our faces. Indeed, if 
this molecular bombardment were to cease, even for an instant, our
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v^ins would swell, our breath would leave us, and we should literally 
expire.’? It in, however, to a statement of Clausius in connection with 
this theory that I call your special alt lition. In an article entitled 
** Motion, which we cail heat/*?, he states in description of the resulting 
collisions ot the molecules, (the term m«deculv in molecular physics 
may be substituted for our term compound atom,) that when 2 molecules 
in their motion collide, they Hy apart with in general the same velocity, 
which they had before impact 
molecules niUht be clastic, and perfectly so, if no motion is to be lost in 
the collision. But we cannot think of elasticity as a property of con
tinuous bodies. When 2 glass balls in motion meet we explain the 
fart ot their Hying Apart by appealing to their molecular structure) The 
2 balls in meeting approach with their centres of gravity, the balls flat
tening at the point of contact, the molecules, which are there situated, 
bave been pressed inwards in regaining their original position the balls 
are propelled in directions opposite to the original direction of motion. 
We need exact!# the same explanation for ilie collision of any 2 mole- 
cub s, say of Uxxgvn gas, and we sliaf. have to seek the explanation of 
the elasticity of molecules in the construction of their atoms.—their 
compound nature, for only then will they be capable of exhibiting 
eiliviic; so necessary for the application of the kinetic theory to gases. 

Thus from b »th chemical and physical considerations, we have been 
led to assume a compound nature for the atoms. Matter conceived of 
as m decul r aggregations of groups of such «turns is, on account of the 
marvellous complexity of structure it permits, admirably adapted for an 
almost unlimited variety of motions In the variety f the motions of 
these ultiinates and their groups lies the explanation of the variety of 
the phenomena of this beauteous universe The diamond sparkling on 
the bride’s linger owes its spl- ndour to its molecular structure. Each 
maple leaf, ere it is chilled by the winters frost, changes the rate of 
vibration of its chlorophyll, which wiups it in a winding sheet of gor
geous red The deep blue sky above the golden tinted clouds on a 
western horizon, owe their beauty but to the vib.ating periods of mole
cules ; and even were we able by mathematical analysis to follow all 
these motions,and accurately formulate them, rudely as this might tea# 
away the glory and beauty which like a veil cover this creation, we 
would. I doubt not, find behind it that which would anew inspire us 
with awe,aye with reverence, as we gaze out upon the boundless fluids 
of beauty and knowledge beyond I Our soul is thirsty for this know
ledge, and the intellects of our bent men are strained to their utmost in 
unravel.ing this wondrous complexity of structure and motion. 
Those who have seen deepest into it, and have gone farthest in their in
vestigations, have worked their wav through Mateiialism, and attained 
with President Wurtz to the conclusion that things have not in them
selves their own raison d'etre their support and origin, but are subject 
to a First Cause- unique, universal, God.
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